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A B S T R A C T
Background
Skeletal muscle wasting and weakness are significant complications of critical illness, associated with degree of illness severity and
periods of reduced mobility during mechanical ventilation. They contribute to the profound physical and functional deficits observed
in survivors. These impairments may persist for many years following discharge from the intensive care unit (ICU) and can markedly
influence health-related quality of life. Rehabilitation is a key strategy in the recovery of patients after critical illness. Exercise-based
interventions are aimed at targeting this muscle wasting and weakness. Physical rehabilitation delivered during ICU admission has
been systematically evaluated and shown to be beneficial. However, its effectiveness when initiated after ICU discharge has yet to be
established.
Objectives
To assess the effectiveness of exercise rehabilitation programmes, initiated after ICU discharge, for functional exercise capacity and
health-related quality of life in adult ICU survivors who have been mechanically ventilated longer than 24 hours.
Search methods
We searched the following databases: the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), Ovid SP MEDLINE, Ovid SP
EMBASE and the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) via EBSCO host to 15 May 2014. We used
a specific search strategy for each database. This included synonyms for ICU and critical illness, exercise training and rehabilitation.
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We searched the reference lists of included studies and contacted primary authors to obtain further information regarding potentially
eligible studies. We also searched major clinical trials registries (Clinical Trials and Current Controlled Trials) and the personal libraries
of the review authors. We applied no language or publication restriction. We reran the search in February 2015 and will deal with the
three studies of interest when we update the review.
Selection criteria
We included randomized controlled trials (RCTs), quasi-RCTs and controlled clinical trials (CCTs) that compared an exercise interven-
tion initiated after ICU discharge versus any other intervention or a control or ‘usual care’ programme in adult (≥ 18 years) survivors
of critical illness.
Data collection and analysis
We used standard methodological procedures as expected by the Cochrane Collaboration.
Main results
We included six trials (483 adult ICU participants). Exercise-based interventions were delivered on the ward in two studies; both on
the ward and in the community in one study; and in the community in three studies. The duration of the intervention varied according
to length of hospital stay following ICU discharge (up to a fixed duration of 12 weeks).
Risk of bias was variable for all domains across all trials. High risk of bias was evident in all studies for performance bias, although
blinding of participants and personnel in therapeutic rehabilitation trials can be pragmatically challenging. For other domains, at least
half of the studies were at low risk of bias. One study was at high risk of selection bias, attrition bias and other sources of bias. Risk of
bias was unclear for the remaining studies across domains. We decided not to undertake a meta-analysis because of variation in study
design, types of interventions and outcome measurements. We present a narrative description of individual studies for each outcome.
All six studies assessed functional exercise capacity, although we noted wide variability in the nature of interventions, outcome measures
and associated metrics and data reporting. Overall quality of the evidence was very low. Individually, three studies reported positive
results in favour of the intervention. One study found a small short-term benefit in anaerobic threshold (mean difference (MD) 1.8
mL O2/kg/min, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.4 to 3.2; P value = 0.02). In a second study, both incremental (MD 4.7, 95% CI 1.69
to 7.75 watts; P value = 0.003) and endurance (MD 4.12, 95% CI 0.68 to 7.56 minutes; P value = 0.021) exercise testing results were
improved with intervention. Finally self reported physical function increased significantly following use of a rehabilitation manual (P
value = 0.006). Remaining studies found no effect of the intervention.
Similar variability was evident with regard to findings for the primary outcome of health-related quality of life. Only two studies
evaluated this outcome. Individually, neither study reported differences between intervention and control groups for health-related
quality of life due to the intervention. Overall quality of the evidence was very low.
Four studies reported rates of withdrawal, which ranged from 0% to 26.5% in control groups, and from 8.2% to 27.6% in intervention
groups. The quality of evidence for the effect of the intervention on withdrawal was low. Very low-quality evidence showed rates of
adherence with the intervention. Mortality ranging from 0% to 18.8% was reported by all studies. The quality of evidence for the effect
of the intervention on mortality was low. Loss to follow-up, as reported in all studies, ranged from 0% to 14% in control groups, and
from 0% to 12.5% in intervention groups, with low quality of evidence. Only one non-mortality adverse event was reported across all
participants in all studies (a minor musculoskeletal injury), and the quality of the evidence was low.
Authors’ conclusions
At this time, we are unable to determine an overall effect on functional exercise capacity, or on health-related quality of life, of an
exercise-based intervention initiated after ICU discharge for survivors of critical illness. Meta-analysis of findings was not appropriate
because the number of studies and the quantity of data were insufficient. Individual study findings were inconsistent. Some studies
reported a beneficial effect of the intervention on functional exercise capacity, and others did not. No effect on health-related quality of
life was reported. Methodological rigour was lacking across several domains, influencing the quality of the evidence. Wide variability
was noted in the characteristics of interventions, outcome measures and associated metrics and data reporting.
If further trials are identified, we may be able to determine the effects of exercise-based intervention following ICU discharge on
functional exercise capacity and health-related quality of life among survivors of critical illness.
P L A I N L A N G U A G E S U M M A R Y
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Review question
We reviewed the evidence about the effects of exercise rehabilitation on functional exercise capacity and health-related quality of life
for patients who have been critically unwell in the intensive care unit (ICU). Functional exercise capacity is a term used to express how
well individuals perform activities such as walking or climbing the stairs.
Background
Adults often develop muscle wasting and weakness during ICU admission. This may occur as a result of the illness itself, and because
patients tend to be less mobile and physically active whilst they are receiving treatment. As they recover, this muscle weakness can cause
difficulty in their ability to exercise and carry out normal activities of daily living. Adult patients can become depressed or low in mood
as a result of the illness and the effects of their reduced strength, which can last for many years.
We wanted to measure health-related quality of life to determine whether exercise programmes can help patients recover from critical
illness-related physical deconditioning and muscle weakness after they have been discharged from the ICU, and can help them to feel
better about themselves.
Study characteristics
We included six studies that involved 483 participants (298 male, 185 female) over the age of 18 years. Participants had received
breathing support from a machine (been mechanically ventilated) for longer than 24 hours whilst in the ICU and had begun an exercise
programme after leaving the ICU. Studies were carried out in the UK, Australia, the USA and Italy.
Exercise programmes were delivered on the ward in two studies; on the ward and in the community in one study; and in the community
in three studies. The duration of the intervention varied according to length of hospital stay after ICU discharge up to a fixed time of
12 weeks. Exercises included arm or leg cycling, walking and general muscle strengthening at home, provision of self help manuals and
hospital-based multi-exercise programmes carried out in physiotherapist-led gymnasiums.
Three of the six studies were funded by government health research funding agencies. One study was supported by combined funding
from an independent charity and a commercial company (with no interest in the results of the study). One study did not report a
funding source, and another was funded by an academic health research agency.
Key results
We were unable to determine an overall result for the effects of exercise-based interventions. Three studies reported improvement in
functional exercise capacity following completion of the exercise programme, and the other three found no effects of treatment.
Only two studies measured patient-reported health-related quality of life, and both of these studies showed no effects related to
treatment. Again, we were unable to reach an overall conclusion. No study included an evaluation of acceptance of the treatment by
patients or the experience of patient participation in an exercise-based programme.
Quality of the evidence
We found considerable differences across included studies regarding types of exercise, howmeasurements of functional exercise capacity
were collected, ways by which results were presented and people who had been critically ill. Exercise programmes were compared with
usual care, with lack of acknowledgement of the standard level of rehabilitation and exercise in usual practice. In addition, we found
variability in how well the studies were performed. We were unable to perform any statistical tests on study findings or to make firm
conclusions because of this variability. The overall quality of the evidence was very low for these reasons. .
Currency of the evidence
Evidence is current to May 2014. We reran the search in February 2015 and will deal with studies of interest when we update the
review.
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S U M M A R Y O F F I N D I N G S F O R T H E M A I N C O M P A R I S O N [Explanation]
Exercise rehabilitation compared with usual care for adult survivors of critical illness
Patient or population: adult survivors of crit ical illness
Settings: any
Intervention: exercise rehabilitat ion or training init iated af ter intensive care unit discharge
Comparison: usual care
Outcomes Effectsa Number of participants
(studies)
Quality of the evidence
(GRADE)
Comments
Functional exercise ca-
pacity
Mult iple dif f erent out-
come measures used
SF-36 PF and AT (at
9 and 26 weeks) (
Batterham 2014)
SF-36 PF and 6MWT (at
8 and 26 weeks) (Elliot t
2011)
ABC, Katz, TUAG (at
3 months) (Jackson
2012)
SF-36 PCS (follow-up
period not specif ied)
(Jones 2003)
Incremental and en-
durance exercise test
(follow-up period not
specif ied) (Porta 2005)
RMI, TUAG, 10m Walk
Test, ISWT, HGD (at
3 months) (Salisbury
2010)
Most studies found no
dif ference in funct ional
exercise capacity as a
result of the interven-
t ion
When a benef icial ef -
fect was reported, this
was noted on a physio-
logical exercise-based
outcome measure fol-
lowing targeted car-
diopulmonary exercise
training (AT at 9 weeks,
n = 13 rehabilitat ion
group vs n = 17 control
group, 12.5 (1.9) vs 10.
7 (1.9) mL O2/ kg/ m in,
MD 1.8 (95% CI 0.4 to
3.2), P value = 0.02)
(Batterham 2014)
Variable according to
individual study and
outcome measure
(6)
⊕©©©
Very lowb
All studies reported
data for funct ional ex-
ercise capacity albeit
variable with regard
to outcome measure
and metrics. Pooling of
data inappropriate be-
cause of dif f erences in
outcome measures
Health- related quality
of life
Mult iple dif f erent out-
come measures used
EQ-5D and EQ-5D VAS
(9 and 26 weeks) (
Batterham 2014)
SF-36 PCS and MCS (8
and 26 weeks) (Elliot t
2011)
No study found a dif fer-
ence between control
and intervent ion groups
for health-related qual-
ity of lif e
Variable according to
individual study and
outcome measure
(2)
⊕©©©
Very lowb
Only 2 studies reported
data for health-related
quality of lif e; pooling
of data was inappropri-
ate because of dif f er-
ences in outcome mea-
sures. Individual study
f indings are reported
separately
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Withdrawals
Part icipant withdrawal
following randomiza-
t ion before or during re-
ceipt of the intervent ion
because of consent or
medical reason
4 out of 6 studies re-
ported data; no dif fer-
ence between interven-
t ion and control groups
Total withdrawal rates
(combined control and
intervent ion groups):
13/ 59 (Batterham
2014);
16/ 195 (Elliot t 2011)
3/ 22 (Jackson 2012)
16/ 66 (Porta 2005)
341
(4)
⊕⊕©©
Lowc
Adherence
Part icipant complet ion
of the intervent ion as
described in the trial
method
Only 1 study reported
rates of adherence to
the intervent ion
Overall adherence:
Mean = 12 (out of 16 su-
pervised sessions) and
mean = 6 (out of 8 un-
supervised sessions) (
Batterham 2014)
21
(1)
⊕©©©
Very lowd
M ortality
Death at any point dur-
ing the trial durat ion
All studies reported
data for mortality: no
deaths reported in 2
studies (Batterham
2014; Porta 2005); no
dif ference in mortality
rates between interven-
t ion and control groups
in the remaining 4 stud-
ies
Total mortality rates
(combined control and
intervent ion groups):
11/ 195 (Elliot t 2011)
1/ 22 (Jackson 2012)
10/ 126 (Jones 2003)
3/ 16 (Salisbury 2010)
483
(6)
⊕⊕©©
Lowe
Loss to follow-up
Non-complet ion of out-
come measures due
to non-attendance or
other reasons as re-
ported
All studies reported
data for loss to follow-
up; no loss to follow-up
in 2 studies (Jackson
2012; Porta 2005); no
dif ference in loss to fol-
low-up rates between
intervent ion and con-
trol groups in the re-
483
(6)
⊕⊕©©
Lowf
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maining 4 studies
Rates of total loss
to follow-up (combined
control and interven-
t ion groups):
4/ 59 (Batterham 2014)
7/ 195 (Elliot t 2011)
14/ 126 (Jones 2003)
2/ 16 (Salisbury 2010)
Other adverse events
Non-mortality
3 out of 6 studies
reported no adverse
events (Batterham
2014; Elliot t 2011;
Jones 2003). 1 study
reported occurrence of
adverse events, but
this was not signif -
icant ly dif f erent be-
tween groups and rep-
resented only 1 event
overall (Jackson 2012).
2 studies did not report
data on adverse events
(Porta 2005; Salisbury
2010)
376
(4)
⊕⊕©©
Lowg
Summary of included study settings:
Batterham 2014; study conducted in the United Kingdom; intervent ion delivered af ter hospital discharge in an outpat ient
sett ing
Elliot t 2011; study conducted in Australia; intervent ion delivered af ter hospital discharge in the community
Jackson 2012; study conducted in the United States; intervent ion delivered af ter hospital discharge in the community
Jones 2003; study conducted in the United Kingdom; intervent ion delivered af ter ICU discharge in the hospital ward and in
the community
Porta 2005; study conducted in Italy; intervent ion delivered af ter ICU discharge in the high dependency unit of a respiratory
rehabilitat ion department
Salisbury 2010; study conducted in the United Kingdom; intervent ion delivered af ter ICU discharge in the hospital ward
GRADE Working Group grades of evidence.
High quality: Further research is very unlikely to change our conf idence in the est imate of ef fect.
M oderate quality: Further research is likely to have an important impact on our conf idence in the est imate of ef fect and
may change the est imate.
Low quality: Further research is very likely to have an important impact on our conf idence in the est imate of ef fect and is
likely to change the est imate.
Very low quality: We are very uncertain about the est imate.
aStudies could not be pooled because of insuf f icient data and variability in data when reported.
bDowngraded by 3 levels because of variability in mult iple aspects of study methodology across all studies, risk of bias and
dif ferences in data report ing.
cDowngraded by 2 levels because of lack of reported data f rom 2 studies and serious imprecision (small overall sample size).
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dDowngraded by 3 levels because of lack of reported data f rom 5 studies, and incomplete data f rom 1 study (mean values
only).
eDowngraded by 2 levels because of serious inconsistency (data were not combined because of variat ion in study design)
and imprecision (small overall sample size).
f Downgraded by 2 levels because of serious risk of bias and serious imprecision.
gDowngraded by 2 levels because of lack of reported data f rom 2 studies and serious imprecision.
Abbreviations: SF-36 PF = Short Form 36 quest ionnaire Physical Funct ion domain. AT = anaerobic threshold. 6MWT = Six
Minute Walk Test. ABC = Activit ies and Balance Conf idence scale. TUAG = Timed Up And Go. SF-36 PCS/ MCS = Short Form
36 quest ionnaire Physical Component Score/ Mental Component Score. RMI = Rivermead Mobility Index. ISWT = Incremental
Shutt le Walk Test. HGD = handgrip dynamometry. EQ-5D = EuroQol 5-domain. VAS = visual analogue scale.
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B A C K G R O U N D
Admission to the intensive care unit (ICU) with critical illness
can result in profound and physical impairment for survivors,
which frequently persists for many years following resolution of
the index illness, and which contributes to ‘post intensive care
syndrome’ (Needham 2012a). Peripheral skeletal muscle wasting
and weakness during the period of mechanical ventilation and im-
mobilization associated with ICU admission are considered sig-
nificant drivers underlying much of the physical functional deficit
observed. In recent years, the importance of exercise-based reha-
bilitation, which spans the whole recovery pathway, commencing
within the ICU and continuing after transfer to the ward and be-
yond hospital discharge, has gained recognition as a strategy for
targeting critical illness-related physical deconditioning, as well as
skeletal muscle wasting and weakness (NICE 2009).
Description of the condition
Advances in intensive care medicine have resulted in higher sur-
vival rates, including among patients with complex and chronic
co-morbidity. As a consequence, the prevalence of impairment
and disability among survivors of critical illness has signifi-
cantly increased. A wealth of longitudinal observational fol-
low-up data obtained for up to five years from the post crit-
ical illness population characterizes the varying and often pro-
nounced morbidity related to physical functional (Cheung 2006;
Dennis 2011; Herridge 2003; Herridge 2011; Needham 2012b;
Needham 2013a); cognitive (Hopkins 2005a; Hopkins 2005b;
Hopkins 2012; Pandharipande 2013); and psychological capac-
ity (Sukantarat 2007a; Sukantarat 2007b; Wade 2012); and to
health-related quality of life (Cuthbertson 2010; Dowdy 2006;
Kvale 2003; Oeyen 2010). Furthermore, data are available that
highlight the healthcare utilization and socioeconomic impact of
critical illness (Cheung 2006; Griffiths 2013; Unroe 2010) and
are used to evaluate the burden experienced by family and care-
givers (Davidson 2012; de Miranda 2011; Kentish-Barnes 2009).
Recently, an international multi-disciplinary stakeholder consen-
sus indicated that the clinical term ‘post intensive care syndrome’
should be used to describe the multi-faceted spectrum of sequelae
following critical illness (Needham 2012a).
One component of this syndrome - peripheral skeletal muscle
wasting and dysfunction developing during critical illness - is de-
scribed as intensive care unit-acquired weakness (ICU-AW) and
contributes significantly to residual deficits in physical function.
In a recent detailed, observational study of muscle wasting in crit-
ically ill patients, serial ultrasound measurements of quadriceps
rectus femoris cross-sectional area demonstrated a 20% loss of
muscle within the first 10 days of ICU admission (Puthucheary
2013). This muscle wasting was found to be significantly greater
among sicker patients with multi-organ failure, and in associa-
tion with muscle necrosis and macrophage infiltrate on histo-
logical examination of comparative muscle biopsies. The nega-
tive effects of critical illness on multiple parameters of peripheral
skeletal muscle architecture characterized by the use of ultrasound
have been summarized in a recent systematic review (Connolly
2014b) and, in addition to the aforementioned loss of muscle
bulk (Puthucheary 2013), include loss of muscle layer thick-
ness (Baldwin 2014; Campbell 1995; Cartwright 2013; Gruther
2008) and muscle composition or quality as determined by as-
sessment of echogenicity (Cartwright 2013; Grimm 2013). In
addition, critically ill patients are more likely to develop muscle
weakness, as demonstrated by both volitional and non-volitional
methods, when compared with control study participants and
those with other chronic respiratory disease (Ali 2008; Baldwin
2013; Connolly 2014; Eikermann 2006; Ginz 2005; Harris 2000;
Pickles 2005; Vivodtzev 2014).
One key long-term outcome associated with ICU-AW is a marked
reduction in physical and functional capacity. In a landmark study,
Herridge et al (Herridge 2011) reported the five-year assessment
of a cohort of acute respiratory distress syndrome survivors. At
this time point, median (interquartile range) six-minute walking
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distance was 436 (324 to 512) metres (m) - 76% that of an age-
and sex-matched control population, and representing persistent
impairment in functional exercise capacity, which correlated with
self reported physical health-related quality of life (HRQL). Fur-
thermore, self reported physical HRQL scores were well below the
range reported by a control population. Notably, these patients
had return of normal or near-normal volumetric and spiromet-
ric lung function, indicating that results observed from objective
and subjective physical assessments were a consequence of skele-
tal muscle impairment, not of respiratory capacity. Although par-
ticipants examined in this study represented a relatively young,
previously healthy cohort with a specific ICU-related diagnosis, it
is plausible to consider that the results may have been markedly
worse if extrapolated to a general, older and chronically co-mor-
bid post ICU population. These findings are echoed by several
studies that reported similar findings within time frames ranging
up to the five-year point (Cheung 2006; Conti 2011; Fan 2014;
Needham 2012b; Needham 2013b). Indeed it has been suggested
that even longer-term follow-up beyond five years may be required
for full appreciation of the physical and functional consequences
associated with post intensive care syndrome and critical illness
survivorship (Iwashyna 2010).
Description of the intervention
Exercise-based rehabilitation is advocated in the management of
physical and functional disability secondary to ICU-AW. Inter-
ventions delivered at all stages of the patient pathway have been
reported, and rehabilitation ideally should follow a seamless transi-
tion from the ICU to the ward, and after hospital discharge (NICE
2009).
Early mobilization of patients in the ICU is characterized by a hi-
erarchical progression of increasingly functional activities ranging
from passive- and active-assisted exercises whilst patients are in
bed, sitting over the edge of the bed, standing, marching-on-the-
spot and ultimately walking (Hodgson 2014), depending on the
level of active participation of patients. In addition, use of assistive
technologies such as electrical muscle stimulation (Parry 2013),
passive cycle ergometry (Pires-Neto 2013) and interactive video-
game systems (Kho 2012) can facilitate prompt commencement of
exercise. The safety (Berney 2012; Pires-Neto 2013; Schweickert
2009; Sricharoenchai 2014) and feasibility (Bailey 2007; Bourdin
2010; Drolet 2012; Pohlman 2010) of early mobilization inter-
ventions have been extensively investigated, and clinical manage-
ment algorithms based on consensus of expert opinion have been
developed to facilitate decision making regarding appropriateness
of physical treatments depending on patient status such as level of
consciousness, physiological stability anddegree of deconditioning
(Hanekom 2011). Furthermore, the effectiveness of early mobi-
lization in ICUpatients has been examined in several systematic re-
views (Calvo-Ayala 2013; Kayambu 2013; Li 2013; Stiller 2013);
early mobilization has been shown to result in significant improve-
ment in health-related quality of life, physical function, respira-
tory and peripheral skeletal muscle strength, length of hospital and
ICU stay and duration of mechanical ventilation. This topic is the
subject of a current Cochrane systematic review (Doiron 2013).
After transfer to the ward, physical management of post ICU pa-
tients is typically directed towards planning hospital discharge and
ensuring adequate levels of the mobility required to expedite this.
Only one study has specifically examined rehabilitation delivery at
this stage of recovery, investigating the effects of a combined phys-
ical and nutritional rehabilitation package delivered by a generic
rehabilitation assistant - a position found to be beneficial for fa-
cilitating continuity of care among patients during the ICU-ward
transition (Salisbury 2010a) and associated with significantly in-
creased input on the frequency of physiotherapy sessions (median
(interquartile range, IQR) 8.2 (7.1 to 10.6) vs 2.6 (1.8 to 4.2)
visits; P value < 0.002) and dietetic sessions (4.9 (3.4 to 8.4) vs
1.2 (0.6 to 2.1) visits; P value < 0.001) (Salisbury 2010). Exer-
cise interventions included transfer practice, walking and climbing
stairs, and this model of intervention is currently under investiga-
tion in a larger randomized controlled trial (Ramsay 2014; Walsh
2015). Other randomized controlled trials have investigated inter-
ventions that include ward-based components and are continued
after hospital discharge (e.g. Denehy 2013).
Data are emerging regarding the effectiveness of exercise-based
post hospital discharge rehabilitation interventions. Whilst three
recent randomized controlled trials failed to show benefit, this
may have been a result of the methodology employed, the dif-
fering nature of the interventions and failure of investigators to
stratify patients according to the presence of peripheral skeletal
muscle weakness (Batterham 2014; Denehy 2013; Elliott 2011).
Furthermore, lack of acknowledgement of the standard level of
rehabilitation and exercise therapy provided in usual practice may
have reduced differences evident between control and interven-
tion arms. Exercise-based interventions provided in these trials in-
cluded self directed home-based walking programmes, outpatient
and hospital-based exercise classes and specific cardiopulmonary
exercise training. At present, no consensus has been reached on
the optimal ‘dose’ of exercise-based intervention, timing of deliv-
ery, structure and format of interventions and outcomes used to
evaluate effectiveness (Connolly 2012).
How the intervention might work
Exercise-based rehabilitation aims to primarily ameliorate the ef-
fects of ICU-AW and residual physical function deficits in sur-
vivors of critical illness following ICU discharge. However, it is ac-
knowledged that physical exercise therapy confers additional ben-
efits, including improved psychological and cognitive outcomes,
enhanced social participation and the opportunity to return to
work. Physical rehabilitation represents one strategy for support-
ing recovery following critical illness and addressing symptoms of
post intensive care syndrome (Needham 2012a).
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Why it is important to do this review
Rehabilitation for survivors of critical illness is increasingly rec-
ognized as a vital component in the management of post inten-
sive care syndrome. Exercise-based interventions target the physi-
cal functional impairment evident in these patients, which persists
long after ICU discharge (Herridge 2011). Whilst several system-
atic reviews have examined exercise-based early mobilization de-
livered to critically ill patients in the ICU, none have evaluated the
effects of interventions initiated after ICU discharge, albeit data
available from randomized controlled trials are increasing. Given
increasing survival rates following an ICU admission, and the in-
creasing profile and integration of rehabilitation into the long-
term management of this patient population, it is important for
investigators to determine the effects of exercise-based rehabilita-
tion programmes following critical illness and the optimal char-
acteristics of interventions needed to assist in future services.
O B J E C T I V E S
To assess the effectiveness of exercise rehabilitation programmes,
initiated after ICU discharge, for functional exercise capacity and
health-related quality of life in adult ICU survivors who have been
mechanically ventilated longer than 24 hours.
M E T H O D S
Criteria for considering studies for this review
Types of studies
We included randomized controlled trials (RCTs), quasi-RCTs
and controlled clinical trials (CCTs) that compared an exercise
intervention initiated after ICU discharge versus any other inter-
vention or a control or ‘usual care’ programme in adult survivors
of critical illness.
Types of participants
We included studies of adults (age 18 years or older) who had been
mechanically ventilated for 24 hours or longer and admitted to an
ICU or critical care environment. In addition, we clarified from
the original review protocol that participants in included studies
were extubated at the time of receiving the intervention, and had
been discharged from the ICU (see Differences between protocol
and review).
We excluded studies on participants receiving palliative care. We
also excluded studies that involved participants with head injury or
trauma, and studies examining participants after cardiac surgery,
as these patient groups have targeted rehabilitation pathways in
place.
Types of interventions
We included studies that evaluated an intervention of exercise re-
habilitation or training of any duration, initiated at any time point
after ICU discharge, versus usual care or no intervention. Specif-
ically for the purpose of this review, exercise included any struc-
tured or taught programmes with the aim of improving functional
ability and quality of life. We excluded studies of interventions
that focused solely on respiratory or inspiratory muscle training.
Types of outcome measures
Primary outcomes
1. Functional exercise capacity (with physical objective
assessment and/or subjective assessment). This was defined as an
individual’s maximal ability to perform functional exercise
beneficial for activities of daily living, including walking, stair
climbing, sit-to-stand exercises and strength.
2. Health-related quality of life, as measured by reliable
assessment scales (see Differences between protocol and review).
Secondary outcomes
1. Withdrawal (defined as participant withdrawal following
randomization before, or during, receipt of the intervention
because of consent or medical reasons).
2. Adherence (defined as participant completion of the
intervention as described in the trial methods).
3. Mortality (defined as death at any point during the trial
duration).
4. Loss to follow-up (defined as non-completion of outcome
measures due to non-attendance or other reasons, if reported).
5. Adverse events (non-mortality).
These secondary outcomes were clarified (definition of ‘adher-
ence’) and extended (addition of ‘loss to follow-up’) from the orig-
inal review protocol, as it was considered that this would pro-
vide more information on participant enrolment, feasibility of in-
terventions employed, burden of outcomes used for evaluation
and other factors influencing participant attrition (see Differences
between protocol and review).
Search methods for identification of studies
The search for studies was based on a combination of controlled
vocabulary and free-text terms, consistent with the search strategy
used for MEDLINE.
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Electronic searches
We searched the literature using the standard strategy of the
Cochrane Anaesthesia, Critical and Emergency Care Review
GroupofTheCochraneCollaboration.We searched theCochrane
Central Register ofControlledTrials (CENTRAL) (2014, Issue 5),
Ovid SPMEDLINE (1966 to 15 May 2014), Ovid SP EMBASE
(1988 to 15May 2014) and the Cumulative Index to Nursing and
AlliedHealth Literature (CINAHL) via EBSCO host (1982 to 15
May 2014).
We used a specific search strategy for each database that included
synonyms for ICU and critical illness, exercise training and reha-
bilitation and RCTs to reflect the clinical population, interven-
tion and study design, respectively. We presented search strate-
gies for each database in the appendices (Appendix 1, MEDLINE;
Appendix 2, EMBASE; Appendix 3, CENTRAL; Appendix 4,
CINAHL). We imposed no language or publication restrictions
during the search.
We reran the search in February 2015 and will deal with studies
of interest when we update the review.
Searching other resources
We searched the reference lists of included studies for additional
potentially relevant studies, and when data were available only in
abstract form, we contacted authors of studies via electronic mail
to determine if full publication had been completed. We manu-
ally searched journals and conference proceedings not included
in electronic search databases. In addition to the original review
protocol, we undertook searches of the major clinical trials reg-
istries (Clinical Trials, www.clinicaltrials.gov, up to 15 May 2014;
Current Controlled Trials, www.controlled-trials.com/isrctn/, up
to 15 May 2014), as well as the personal libraries of the review
authors, whom we consider to represent an expert panel.
Data collection and analysis
Selection of studies
The lead review author (BC) undertook an initial screening of the
search results to remove duplicates and non-relevant subject mate-
rial. Subsequently, two review authors (BC, BO’N) independently
scanned identified titles and abstracts, and excluded records not
meeting eligibility criteria as described previously. We obtained
full-text versions of potentially relevant studies and independently
determined final eligibility by joint agreement of two review au-
thors using a standardized form (BC, BO’N) (Appendix 5). Ad-
ditional arbitration by a third review author was not required.
Data extraction and management
Two review authors (LG, LS) independently extracted data from
all included studies, with the exception of one study, for which LS
was the primary author (Salisbury 2010). This study underwent
independent data extraction by LG and BC. Review authors ex-
tracted data using a standardized paper form (Appendix 5) that
included information on study design, participants, trial charac-
teristics, details of the intervention and outcomes. Following in-
dependent data extraction, these review authors met to resolve dis-
agreements through discussion and consultation. Arbitration by a
fourth review author was not required.
BC initially transferred into RevMan (RevMan 5.3) data manually
collected on paper forms, and LS double-checked the data entered.
We reviewed qualitatively all data derived from included studies
(see Differences between protocol and review).
Assessment of risk of bias in included studies
Two review authors (BB, LS) independently assessed risk of bias
of all included studies, with the exception of one study, for which
LS was the primary author (Salisbury 2010). BB and BC indepen-
dently assessed risk of bias for this study. Arbitration by a fourth
review author was not required. We used the domain-based eval-
uation presented in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews
of Interventions, Chapter 8, version 5.1.0 (Higgins 2011).We used
an updated version of the ‘Risk of bias’ form,originally presented
in the protocol,to evaluate each included study (see Differences
between protocol and review). Review authors’ judgements were
directed by criteria outlined in Chapter 8.5.3 and Table 8.5d. We
categorized each study judgement as having ‘low risk of bias’ (yes),
‘uncertain risk of bias’ (unclear) or ‘high risk of bias’ (no) for the
following domains.
1. Random sequence generation (selection bias).
2. Allocation concealment (selection bias).
3. Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias).
4. Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias).
5. Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias).
6. Selective reporting (reporting bias).
7. Other sources of bias (sample size, study design, etc).
We categorized risk of bias across all included studies according to
the following criteria.
1. Low risk of bias - plausible bias unlikely to seriously alter
the results if most information was obtained from studies at low
risk of bias.
2. Unclear risk of bias - plausible bias that raised some doubt
about the results if most information was obtained from studies
at low or unclear risk of bias.
3. High risk of bias - plausible bias that seriously weakens
confidence in results if the proportion of information obtained
from studies at high risk of bias was sufficient to affect
interpretation of results.
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We reported all assessments in the ‘Risk of bias’ tables in this
review (Characteristics of included studies) and in the Risk of bias
in included studies section. Furthermore, in the Results section of
the review, we discussed the impact of methodological quality on
study results.
Measures of treatment effect
We combined data using RevMan 5.3 (RevMan 5.3), when pos-
sible, according to intervention, outcome and population. We ex-
pressed continuous data as mean differences (MDs) with 95%
confidence intervals (CIs), or as median values (interquartile range
- IQR) when the sample size was too small for conversion, and
dichotomous data as risk ratios (RRs) with 95% CIs.
Unit of analysis issues
The participant was the unit of analysis in each trial. Participants
were randomly allocated to one of twoparallel intervention groups,
and a single measurement for each outcome for each participant
was collected and analysed.
Dealing with missing data
We extracted all available data from included studies. Three
studies reported data regarding intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis
(Batterham 2014; Elliott 2011; Porta 2005), one study was not
clear on this although rates of attrition were reported (Jones 2003)
and the remaining two studies were pilot feasibility studies, for
which ITT analysis was not applicable (Jackson 2012; Salisbury
2010). We investigated attrition rates in detail, including with-
drawals, adherence, mortality and loss to follow-up, and noted
when reasons for this were reported (see Secondary outcomes), to
consider pertinent aspects of trial design relevant to the interven-
tion under examination and the target population.
Assessment of heterogeneity
Review authors (BC, LS) judged clinical heterogeneity follow-
ing extraction of data from included studies (LS, LG, BC) and
noted these judgements in the results. We (LS, BB, BC) evalu-
ated methodological heterogeneity by assessing risk of bias. We
intended to assess statistical heterogeneity by visually inspecting
the forest plot for the first primary outcome of functional exercise
capacity for which data were reported by all included studies, us-
ing a standard Chi2 test with a significance level of α = 0.1, as the
power of this test is low, and by calculating the I2 statistic to assess
impact onmeta-analysis (Higgins 2002; Higgins 2003), wherein a
value greater than 50% represents at least moderate heterogeneity
(Higgins 2011). However, on closer examination of the included
studies, we found that only two studies (Batterham 2014; Elliott
2011) used the same outcome measure for functional exercise ca-
pacity (Short Form-36 questionnaire Physical Function domain,
SF-36 PF) at a similar time frame with the potential for pool-
ing data and assessing heterogeneity, albeit for one dataset (Elliott
2011) this would have also required estimation of between-group
differences at the specified time point derived from baseline char-
acteristic data and reporting of mean change from baseline. Fol-
lowing discussion with the review statistician (AD), we considered
statistical analysis of heterogeneity to be inappropriate because of
the small number of included studies.
Assessment of reporting biases
To assess the level of publication bias when 10 or more studies
reported a given outcome, we intended to use funnel plots to as-
sess small-study effects, according to guidance provided by the
Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions, Chapter
10 (Higgins 2011), regarding analysis and interpretation. Study
numbers were ultimately insufficient for review authors to under-
take this process.
Data synthesis
BC entered data into RevMan 5.3 (RevMan 5.3), and LS and
BO’N independently checked these data. All included studies re-
ported data for the primary outcome of functional exercise capac-
ity, albeit data metrics varied: Investigators reported means with
95% CIs (Batterham 2014; Elliott 2011; Porta 2005), medians
with IQRs (Jackson 2012; Salisbury 2010) or no numerical data
at all (Jones 2003). We calculated the standard deviation (SD) for
data using the RevMan (RevMan 5.3) calculator, as well as means,
95% CIs and sample sizes reported by Batterham 2014, Elliott
2011 and Porta 2005. We considered sample sizes for Jackson
2012 and Salisbury 2010 too small to feasibly convert values to
means (SDs) (Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Inter-
ventions; Higgins 2011). We contacted the lead author for Jones
2003 to request raw data but received no response. Only two stud-
ies (Batterham 2014; Elliott 2011) reported data for the second
primary outcome of quality of life (similarly, for each study, means
with 95% CIs, from which SDs were calculated).
All studies demonstrated variability in selection of outcome mea-
sures used to evaluate functional exercise capacity (n = 6) and,
when included, health-related quality of life (n = 2), as well as
the timing with which these outcomes were measured. We were
unable to perform a meta-analysis of findings to determine the
overall effect of the intervention and the degree of heterogeneity
across studies, as this analysis was inappropriate because of the
small number of studies with similar data available for pooling.
Hence the description of findings was qualitative only, and results
of individual studies are summarized in tables (Table 1; Table 2;
Table 3; Table 4) with available mean differences, 95% CIs and P
values.
If further trials with greater consistency regarding data reporting
are identified in the future, we will endeavour to calculate pooled
estimates of differences using appropriate analyses.
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Subgroup analysis and investigation of heterogeneity
To explore potential heterogeneity, we planned subgroup analyses
based on exercise type, intervention duration and frequency, age-
related variation or duration of the acute phase of critical illness.
However, studies were insufficient for review authors to perform
these analyses.
Sensitivity analysis
We planned to perform sensitivity analysis to determine whether
level of risk of bias affected the estimate of effect; however, studies
were insufficient for review authors to do this.
’Summary of findings’ table
We assessed the quality of the total body of evidence associated
with our primary and secondary outcomes using the GRADE
(Grades ofRecommendation, Assessment,Development andEval-
uation) approach (Guyatt 2008) and reported this in Summary
of findings for the main comparison. The GRADE approach ap-
praises the quality of a body of evidence according to the extent to
which one can be confident that an estimate of effect or association
reflects the object being assessed. Assessment of the quality of the
evidence considers within-study risk of bias (methodological qual-
ity), directness of the evidence, heterogeneity of data, precision
of effect estimates and risk of publication bias. As we conducted
a systematic review but determined that a meta-analysis was not
appropriate because study numbers and data were limited, our ap-
praisal is restricted (Guyatt 2008), and applied ratings are more
subjective in nature.
In the future, if further trials with data that permit analysis of
pooled estimates of effect and assessment of heterogeneity are iden-
tified, we will be able to construct a more robust ’Summary of
findings’ table with GRADE levels applied to incorporate results
of these quantitative analyses.
R E S U L T S
Description of studies
Studies included were RCTs of exercise rehabilitation interven-
tions initiated after ICU discharge for adult survivors of critical
illness who had been mechanically ventilated for at least 24 hours.
Results of the search
Searches of electronic databases and additional sources revealed a
total of 3942 and 17 citations, respectively, totaling 3992 records.
Two review authors (BC, BO’N) reviewed these records and iden-
tified 22 records for possible inclusion. We then retrieved full-text
publications for these citations. We presented in Figure 1 our flow
diagram detailing study screening and selection.
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Figure 1. Study flow diagram.
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Rerunning the search (15May 2014 to 18 February 2015) yielded
306 citations. We will deal with studies of interest when we update
the review.
Included studies
We included in this review six trials (five RCTs and one minimized
controlled trial) conducted on 483 adult survivors of critical illness
who had received mechanical ventilation for at least 24 hours
(Batterham 2014; Elliott 2011; Jackson 2012; Jones 2003; Porta
2005; Salisbury 2010). Intervention groups received structured or
taught exercise programmes of any duration initiated at any time
point after ICU discharge, excluding respiratory or inspiratory
muscle training. Control groups received any other intervention
or ‘usual care’.
Participants and settings
We reported full participant details in the Characteristics of
included studies section. All studies reported eligibility criteria,
which centred on duration of ventilatory support and length of
ICU stay, functional ability status and, in those studies involv-
ing an outpatient hospital-based intervention, residential location
that permitted travel to the study site, albeit individual study vari-
ation was noted in the specific details of these eligibility criteria.
Exclusion criteria were generally related to medical preclusions to
undertaking exercise and absence of existing rehabilitation path-
ways in place. All participants were recruited from ICUs in both
teaching and district hospitals.
Individual study sample size ranged from 16 (Salisbury 2010) to
195 (Elliott 2011). In three studies, researchers specified a mini-
mum age of 18 years as an eligibility criterion (Batterham 2014;
Elliott 2011; Jackson 2012), and in one study, investigators de-
tailed a maximum age of 65 years (Batterham 2014). In the re-
maining three studies (Jones 2003; Porta 2005; Salisbury 2010),
age was not an inclusion criterion but was reported in the baseline
characteristics of groups; all participants were older than 18 years
of age.
Baseline characteristics were generally similar in intervention and
control groups. Only two studies reported differences between
groups (Jackson 2012; Salisbury 2010). The control group in the
study by Jackson 2012 had higher levels of illness severity with a
greater number of medical co-morbidities and longer ICU length
of stay and duration of mechanical ventilation than individuals in
the intervention group. Whilst these differences were not statisti-
cally significant, they were acknowledged as potentially clinically
relevant. Salisbury 2010 reported that older patients receiving the
intervention had greater illness severity, greater duration of me-
chanical ventilation and longer ICU and ward lengths of stay than
those in the control group. Whether these differences were statis-
tically significant was not stated, although reporting of statistically
significant differences between control and intervention groups is
not methodologically required in RCTs.
Trials were conducted in the UK (Batterham 2014; Jones 2003;
Salisbury 2010), Australia (Elliott 2011), the USA (Jackson 2012)
and Italy (Porta 2005).
Interventions
We summarized interventions reported in included studies in the
Characteristics of included studies and in Table 1. Study authors
evaluated a range of interventions that varied according to timing
of delivery, structure of the programme and frequency, intensity,
timing and type of exercise prescription. Interventions were de-
livered primarily by specialist exercise personnel (e.g. physiother-
apists, exercise trainers). Three studies involved interventions de-
livered post ICU while patients were still in-hospital (i.e. based
in high-dependency units and hospital wards) (Jones 2003; Porta
2005; Salisbury 2010), one of which continued after hospital dis-
charge (Jones 2003). Interventions in the remaining three studies
(Batterham 2014; Elliott 2011; Jackson 2012) were commenced
after hospital discharge. Three studies incorporated in their pro-
grammes use of rehabilitation manuals and self directed compo-
nents (Elliott 2011; Jackson 2012; Jones 2003).
Control group
Control group participants in all included studies were docu-
mented as undergoing standard practice operation for post critical
illness at their respective institutions, with research study-specific
assessments surplus to this. The exact descriptions provided in
study publications of what constituted usual or standard care are
presented in the Characteristics of included studies tables. Only
Salisbury 2010 reported objective quantifiable data on frequency
and types of services provided to control group participants, and
these were analysed in comparison with those given to interven-
tion group participants. Jackson 2012 acknowledged that the exact
quantity of post ICU outpatient rehabilitation provided to control
group participants was difficult to assess because data for more
than half of participants were missing.
Outcomes
All included studies reported data for outcomes related to func-
tional exercise capacity, albeit variability was observed in outcome
measures selected for assessment. Both subjective (self reported)
and objective measures were used in all studies, with the exception
of Jones 2003, for which only a subjective measure was employed.
The most common subjective measure, which was used in three
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studies (Batterham 2014; Elliott 2011; Jones 2003), was the Phys-
ical Function domain of the SF-36 health-related quality of life
questionnaire (SF-36 PF). In other studies, investigators used the
Activities and Balance Confidence (Powell 1995) and Katz (Katz
1963) scales (Jackson 2012), a Borg (Borg 1992) scale for per-
ceived muscle fatigue (Porta 2005) and the Rivermead Mobility
Index (Collen 1991; Salisbury 2010).
Objective functional exercise capacity was measured by using a
combination of clinical field tests - SixMinuteWalkTest (6MWT)
(Elliott 2011), Timed Up AndGo (Jackson 2012; Salisbury 2010)
and Incremental Shuttle Walk Test, 10 metre Timed Walk Test
and handgrip dynamometry (Salisbury 2010) - and physiological
cardiopulmonary exercise tests - anaerobic threshold using lower
limb cycle ergometry (Batterham 2014) and incremental and en-
durance exercise testing from arm cycle ergometry (Porta 2005).
Only two studies examined health-related quality of life.
Batterham 2014 reported data from the EuroQol 5 Domain scale
(EuroQol-5D), and Elliott 2011 used Physical (PCS) and Mental
(MCS) Component Scores of the SF-36 questionnaire.
Three studies reported primary outcomes (Batterham 2014, anaer-
obic threshold and SF-36; Elliott 2011, SF-36 PF; and Jackson
2012, Timed Up And Go). Two studies (Jones 2003; Porta 2005)
did not specify which of the reported outcomes was the primary
outcome, and Salisbury 2010 did not identify a primary outcome
because of the feasibility nature of the study design.
All included studies reported data for dichotomous secondary out-
comes such as mortality, loss to follow-up and attrition. Four stud-
ies reported withdrawals (Batterham 2014; Elliott 2011; Jackson
2012; Porta 2005), and four described adverse events (Batterham
2014; Elliott 2011; Jackson 2012; Jones 2003).Only one study ob-
jectively reported adherence to the intervention (Batterham 2014).
Jones 2003 included a subjective comment regarding intervention
adherence, although this was not quantifiable.
Excluded studies
We excluded 10 studies. These comprised two systematic reviews,
for which cross-checking of reference lists revealed no further
relevant studies (Calvo-Ayala 2013; Mehlhorn 2013), and eight
studies not meeting eligibility criteria related to the intervention
(Brummel 2014; Chen 2011; Chen 2012; Cuthbertson 2009;
Denehy 2013; Nava 1998), the study design (Mah 2013) and
the population (Paratz 2012). We presented the details in the
Characteristics of excluded studies section.
Ongoing studies
We identified three studies as ongoing (Battle 2013; McWilliams
2013; O’Neill 2014), and confirmed trial status through direct
contact with lead authors. We presented in the Characteristics
of ongoing studies section details of participants, interventions,
control groups and outcomes for these trials.
Studies pending classification
Three studies (Connolly 2015; Jones 2015; Walsh 2015) are
awaiting classification (see Characteristics of studies awaiting
classification). We will deal with these studies of interest when we
update the review.
Risk of bias in included studies
We assessed risk of bias using the domain-based evaluation of risk
of bias tool of The Cochrane Collaboration (Higgins 2011). We
identified low or unclear risk across most of the six domains for the
majority of included studies. We presented our judgement on the
classification of bias for individual studies in the Characteristics
of included studies section, as well as a summary in Figure 2 and
Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Risk of bias summary: review authors’ judgements about each risk of bias item for each included
study.
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Figure 3. Risk of bias graph: review authors’ judgements about each risk of bias item presented as
percentages across all included studies.
Allocation
Four studies demonstrated adequate random sequence generation
and allocation concealment (Batterham 2014; Elliott 2011; Porta
2005; Salisbury 2010). Jones 2003 demonstrated unclear risk of
bias for both of these domains, and Jackson 2012 presented high
risk of bias for random sequence generation.
Blinding
All six included studies demonstrated high risk of performance
bias related to blinding of participants and trial personnel. How-
ever, all included subjective self reported measures for the primary
outcome of functional capacity. Outcome assessors were blinded
to intervention assignment in all but one study, in which the out-
come assessor was reported as independent of study involvement
but was not explicitly reported as blinded (Porta 2005).
Incomplete outcome data
We judged three studies to have low risk of bias for incomplete
outcome reporting (Elliott 2011; Jones 2003; Salisbury 2010).
Risk of bias was unclear for two studies for which data were miss-
ing and the degree of imputation was difficult to assess (and was
not reported clearly in the trial flow diagram) (Batterham 2014),
and for which the approach to statistical analysis (intention-to-
treat (ITT) for all randomly assigned, or per-protocol for all com-
pleted) was not clear from the results (Porta 2005). We excluded
from analyses participants with missing data and noted a high
withdrawal rate for the intervention group in the study conducted
by Jackson 2012, which led to high risk of bias.
Selective reporting
Risk of selective reporting bias was low in three included studies
(Batterham 2014; Jackson 2012; Salisbury 2010) and was unclear
in another three included studies (Elliott 2011; Jones 2003; Porta
2005). Lack of clarity in reporting of all secondary outcomes and
absence of trial registration and/or trial protocol to confirm re-
porting of all intended outcomes led to the unclear judgement.
Other potential sources of bias
Other potential sources of bias were not identified in three stud-
ies (Elliott 2011; Porta 2005; Salisbury 2010). In one study
(Batterham 2014), potential bias was judged as unclear for out-
comes related to imbalance in sample size between groups, and
as high in another study (Jackson 2012) because of differences in
baseline characteristics between groups that could have influenced
results.
Effects of interventions
See: Summary of findings for the main comparison Summary
of findings for main comparison
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Primary analysis: comparison of exercise
rehabilitation versus control
Primary outcome 1: functional exercise capacity
Data availability and outcome reporting
All six studies reported the primary outcome of functional exer-
cise capacity. We summarized the data in Table 2. We obtained all
data from published literature and contacted the lead authors of
two studies to request raw data to facilitate further analysis (Jones
2003; Salisbury 2010). No additional data were provided by Jones
2003, so review authors could report in Table 2 only minimal data
obtained through data extraction. Salisbury 2010 provided addi-
tional data. However, sample sizes were too small for their out-
comes of functional exercise capacity (ranging between four and
six in the control group or the intervention group) to facilitate
conversion of non-parametric median (IQR) data to parametric
means (SD). However, by using the raw data, we were able to
calculate P values for differences between control and interven-
tion groups. Insufficient sample size was evident for the study re-
ported by Jackson 2012 (control and intervention groups ranging
between seven and eight participants), although results of statis-
tical testing were published. For these two studies (Jackson 2012;
Salisbury 2010), we reported median (IQR) data in Table 2. For
all remaining studies (Batterham 2014; Elliott 2011; Porta 2005),
we reported mean values (SD), differences in the mean, 95% CIs
and P values.
Data on findings of functional exercise capacity were individually
variably characterized with regard to types and details of outcome
measures and timing and nature of data acquisition (see Table 2).
For example, Batterham 2014 reported between-group differences
in the SF-36PF domain at nine weeks and at 26weeks. In contrast,
Elliott 2011 reported between-group differences for changes in the
SF-36 PF domain from baseline to weeks eight and 26. Objective
exercise testing employed by these studies also differed, namely,
cardiopulmonary exercise testing measuring anaerobic threshold
(Batterham 2014) and 6MWT (Elliott 2011). Furthermore, the
’baseline’ time point for Batterham 2014 was up to 16 weeks post
hospital discharge, whereas for Elliott 2011, baseline data were
collected at one week post hospital discharge.
Whilst Jones 2003 also employed the SF-36 PF domain as the
outcome measure for functional exercise capacity, researchers pro-
vided minimal data. Furthermore, Porta 2005 assessed cardiopul-
monary exercise testing but used different methods and different
parameters, with an unspecified time frame, and reported a mix
of absolute between-group differences and between-group differ-
ences in changing variables. Both Jackson 2012 andSalisbury 2010
reported on a battery of clinical functional exercise capacity mea-
sures.
As a result of this diversity in functional exercise capacity reporting,
we presented data for each outcome according to reporting by
investigators in each included study (see Table 2). We made no
post hoc decisions to influence presentation or analysis of data.
We reviewed the data to determine a pooled value for the effect
of the intervention on functional exercise capacity, and to assess
for degree of heterogeneity. However, only two studies (Batterham
2014; Elliott 2011) provided data with the potential for pooling
(SF-36 PF). On further inspection with the review statistician
(AD), we confirmed that for this small sample, pooling of data
and assessment of heterogeneity would not be appropriate.
For a summary of findings, see Summary of findings for the main
comparison. The GRADE quality of evidence was very low.
Individual study findings
Batterham 2014 demonstrated a small benefit for anaerobic
threshold at nine weeks among intervention versus control par-
ticipants (MD 1.8 mL O2/kg/min, 95% CI 0.4 to 3.2; P value =
0.02), although this was not sustained at the 26-week follow-up
point. However, researchers found no differences between groups
for self reported physical function (SF-36 PF) at either time point.
Likewise, Elliott 2011 observed no significant effects of their in-
tervention on both objective and subjective measures. Changes in
6MWT distance were 80 m and 89 m at eight weeks, and 116 m
and 126 m at 26 weeks, for control and intervention groups, re-
spectively, and changes in SF-36 PF were 12 points and 13 points
at eight weeks, and 14 points and 15 points at 26 weeks. Results
for SF-36 PF, whilst non-statistically significant, were noted to
represent clinically important improvement in both groups.
No significant differences between groups were found for the Ac-
tivities and Balance Confidence scale, the Katz scale and Timed
Up And Go at three-month follow-up (Jackson 2012). At a simi-
lar time point, Salisbury 2010 reported non-significant differences
between groups across their range of outcomes (RivermeadMobil-
ity Index, Timed Up And Go, 10 mWalk Test, Incremental Shut-
tle Walk Test, improvement in handgrip strength). In contrast,
Jones 2003 reported significant improvement (P value = 0.006)
in subjective physical function (SF-36 PF domain) at both time
points assessed by investigators, but lack of raw data made further
interpretation difficult. Data graphically presented suggest a simi-
lar, albeit lower-level, trajectory of recovery for participants in the
control group. Finally, Porta 2005 reported significant improve-
ment in both incremental (MD 4.7, 95% CI 1.69 to 7.75 watts;
P value = 0.003) and endurance (MD 4.12, 95% CI 0.68 to 7.56
minutes; P value = 0.021) exercise testing among participants re-
ceiving the intervention.
Primary outcome 2: health-related quality of life
Data availability and outcome reporting
Investigators assessed health-related quality of life in only two stud-
ies (Batterham 2014; Elliott 2011). Data are summarized in Table
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3. We obtained all data from published literature and reported all
as means (SD), differences in the mean, 95% CIs and P values.
These studies employed different measures of health-related qual-
ity of life, at different time points, and reported different types of
data. Batterham 2014 reported between-group differences in the
EuroQol-5D and the EuroQol-5D visual analogue scale at nine
weeks and at 26 weeks. In contrast, Elliott 2011 reported changes
in SF-36 PCS and MCS from baseline to weeks eight and 26.
As a result of this diversity in health-related quality of life reporting,
we presented data for each outcome according to how they were
presented in each included study (see Table 2). We made no post
hoc decisions to influence presentation or analysis of data. After
discussion with the review statistician (AD), we concluded that it
would not be appropriate to pool these limited data and to assess
study heterogeneity.
For a summary of findings, see Summary of findings for the main
comparison. The GRADE quality of evidence was very low.
Individual study findings
Neither Batterham 2014 nor Elliott 2011 demonstrated statis-
tically significant differences between control and intervention
groups for health-related quality of life following delivery of an
exercise-based intervention (Table 3).
Review authors addressed diversity in functional exercise capacity
reporting by presenting data for each outcome according to how
they were presented in each included study (see Table 2).Wemade
no post hoc decisions to influence presentation or analysis of data.
We reviewed the data to determine a pooled value for effects of
the intervention on functional exercise capacity, and to assess the
degree of heterogeneity. However, only two studies (Batterham
2014; Elliott 2011) provided data with the potential for pooling
(SF-36 PF). On further inspection with the review statistician
(AD), we confirmed that given this small sample, it would not be
appropriate to pool these data and to assess heterogeneity.
Secondary outcomes
Secondary outcomes included withdrawal (defined as participant
withdrawal following random assignment before, or during, re-
ceipt of the intervention for consent or medical reasons), adher-
ence (defined as participant completion of the intervention as de-
scribed in the trial method), mortality (defined as death at any
point during the trial duration), loss to follow-up (defined as non-
completion of outcome measures due to non-attendance or for
other reasons as reported) and adverse events (non-mortality). We
presented data for these outcomes in Table 4.We obtained all data
from published literature.We found no studies that reported their
own statistical analysis of differences between groups for secondary
outcomes, and we learned that numerical data were reported for
differing numbers of outcomes in each study (Table 4). When we
entered and analysed data in RevMan (RevMan 5.3), we found
no significant differences in risk ratios between groups across all
secondary outcomes. For many secondary outcomes across all in-
cluded studies, rates were zero for both control and intervention
groups.
For a summary of findings, see Summary of findings for the main
comparison.
Secondary outcome 1: withdrawals
In the study by Batterham 2014, all withdrawals occurred be-
fore the start of the intervention, with no causal reason specified,
whereas participant withdrawals were reported at each assessment
point in the study by Elliott 2011 (intervention vs control; base-
line, n = 3 vs n = 6; week eight, n = 3 vs n = 0; week 26, n =
2 vs n = 2). All withdrawals occurred in the intervention group
in the study by Jackson 2012 following intervention allocation.
Documented reasons for these withdrawals included participant-
reported inconvenience of participation, participant-reported per-
sonal circumstances and significant medical issues necessitating re-
hospitalization. Porta 2005 reported that their “drop-outs” could
be patients who prematurely failed to complete the intervention
programme because of clinical worsening or for whom for any
reason final assessment was lacking. Ultimately, all reported with-
drawals occurred for medical reasons.
The GRADE quality of evidence was low (Summary of findings
for the main comparison).
Secondary outcome 2: adherence
Intervention adherence did not apply to control participants in any
study, and only Batterham2014made some reference to adherence
rates in their intervention group, although they reported mean
values only.
The GRADE quality of evidence was very low (Summary of
findings for the main comparison).
Secondary outcome 3: mortality
No deaths occurred in two studies (Batterham 2014; Porta 2005).
Both Elliott 2011 and Jones 2003 reported mortality across each
of their assessment points (intervention vs control; Elliott 2011,
baseline, n = 1 vs n = 1; week eight, n = 2 vs n = 2; week 26, n = 5
vs n = 0; Jones 2003, week 8, n = 2 vs n = 3; 6 months, n = 3 vs n
= 2). Only one death was reported in the control group of Jackson
2012 (overall mortality rate = 4.8%), and the study by Salisbury
2010 reported three deaths (overall mortality rate = 18.8%).
The GRADE quality of evidence was low (Summary of findings
for the main comparison).
Secondary outcome 4: loss to follow-up
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Two studies reported no loss to follow-up (Jackson 2012; Porta
2005). In the remaining four studies, loss to follow-up in inter-
vention or control groups ranged from 2.0% (Elliott 2011) to
14.0% (Jones 2003). Reasons for loss to follow-up included medi-
cal reasons, return to work and ‘did not attend’ (Batterham 2014).
Salisbury 2010 did not classify one loss to follow-up, and the sec-
ond was attributable to medical status at the time of assessment.
Elliott 2011 and Jones 2003 did not report reasons for loss to fol-
low-up.
The GRADE quality of evidence was low (Summary of findings
for the main comparison).
Secondary outcome 5: adverse events (non-mortality)
Non-mortality adverse events were minimal. Only one study re-
ported occurrence of a single adverse event (Jackson 2012; a minor
musculoskeletal injury sustained by a participant in the interven-
tion group, which did not require formal medical attention and
did not preclude further participation).
The GRADE quality of evidence was low (Summary of findings
for the main comparison).
D I S C U S S I O N
A systematic review of the literature revealed six completed and
fully published trials that were eligible for inclusion in the current
review (Batterham 2014; Elliott 2011; Jackson 2012; Jones 2003;
Porta 2005; Salisbury 2010). Another six studies identified in the
search were pending trials, and relevant information was reported
for these (Battle 2013; Connolly 2015; Jones 2015; McWilliams
2013; O’Neill 2014; Walsh 2015). These search results indicate
that the evidence base for exercise rehabilitation initiated after ICU
discharge is growing. We were unable to perform a meta-analy-
sis of findings to determine the overall effect of the intervention
and the degree of heterogeneity across studies, as this analysis was
inappropriate because only a small number of studies provided
similar data for pooling. Hence the description of findings was
qualitative only. Consequently, authors of the current review were
not able to determine the effects of exercise rehabilitation on func-
tional exercise capacity and on health-related quality of life among
survivors of critical illness after ICU discharge. Non-significant
differences between intervention and control groups across several
studies could be due to the extent of methodological variation in
intervention ‘dose’ and outcomes used for evaluation of effective-
ness.
Summary of main results
Most included studies demonstrated non-significant differences
between intervention and control groups, indicating lack of effect
of exercise therapy on functional exercise capacity and health-re-
lated quality of life. When a significant difference was reported,
this was noted in physiological outcome measures following spe-
cific cycling ergometry programmes targeting the lower limbs in an
outpatient, post hospital discharge intervention (anaerobic thresh-
old during exercise, Batterham 2014), and the upper limbs in
an in-hospital intervention (incremental exercise capacity (watts),
endurance exercise capacity (time), Porta 2005). These findings
could be considered attributable to the specificity of the training
programme employed and the corresponding outcome measure
used to assess for treatment effect, which therefore limits their
generalizability to interventions of an alternative nature. Further-
more, the slight improvement reported by Batterham 2014 was
not maintained at later follow-up (week 26) and was not observed
in self reported physical function at either time point. Quality of
life, measured only in two studies (Batterham 2014; Elliott 2011),
was similar between intervention and control groups for short- and
longer-term outcomes. Dichotomous secondary outcomes were
also similar when reported. Because of the extent of variability in
the characteristics of interventions, the range of outcomemeasures
tested and limitations in data availability and sample size, it was
not possible for review authors to tabulate a comprehensive sum-
mary of the findings.
Overall completeness and applicability of
evidence
Consistency in participant eligibility criteria was evident across
studies. These criteria included duration of ICU admission and
mechanical ventilation, which is particularly relevant, as it indi-
cates that patients were exposed to factors associated with critical
illness muscle wasting. As expected, medical stability for participa-
tion in exercise therapy in the absence of clinical (e.g. palliation),
logistical (e.g. resident beyond the geographical coverage of the
study site for attendance at hospital-based rehabilitation sessions)
and pragmatic (e.g. no existing rehabilitation pathway in place)
factors was an additional criterion. However, the inherent hetero-
geneity of the critical illness population meant that even the ap-
plication of somewhat ‘standard’ inclusion and exclusion factors
may not produce a cohort of patients who behave and respond
similarly to interventions and demonstrate a smooth trajectory of
recovery.
Furthermore, whilst meta-analyses of findings were not possible,
the results of individual studies lack generalizability because of in-
dividual specificity in the timing of delivery, the structure of the
programme and the frequency, intensity, timing and type of ex-
ercise prescription characterizing the intervention. Exercise inter-
ventions ranged from targeted cycle ergometry to composite pro-
grammes including strength training, functional activities, balance
and cardiovascular exercise. In addition, usual care demonstrated
some variability across studies. Limited detail was reported across
studies regarding treatment fidelity and the extent to which inter-
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ventions were delivered as intended throughout the duration of
the trial. Only one study (Batterham 2014) reported data on ad-
herence. Hence it is difficult to establish whether non-significant
findings of included studies represent failure of the intervention
to cause an effect, or failure of the intervention to be implemented
appropriately.
No study included evaluation of acceptance of the treatment by
patients or the experience of patient or the experience of patient
participation in an exercise-based intervention. Such qualitative
research can provide valuable data for understanding the patient
perspective on effectiveness of post critical illness rehabilitation.
The current review was limited to physical rehabilitation inter-
ventions that commenced following ICU discharge. In the future
however, inclusion of interventions delivered across the patient
pathway would better characterize the approach to physical reha-
bilitation in the context of the recovery trajectory of patients. In
addition, this would account for variability in the timing of de-
livery of the intervention, patient location and illness acuity ac-
cording to the definitions by which ’critical care’ environments are
classified by different international healthcare systems.
Quality of the evidence
Methodological quality of the evidence was inconsistent when
evaluated by review authors using the risk of bias tool of The
Cochrane Collaboration (Higgins 2011). For most domains, evi-
dence of low risk of bias ranged from 50% to 75%, although one
study was judged to have high risk of bias for random sequence
generation, incomplete outcome data and other sources of bias.
Furthermore, all included studies demonstrated high risk of bias
for blinding of participants and trial personnel. Whilst it is ac-
knowledged that blinding of a physical rehabilitation intervention
can be feasibly challenging with regards to clinicians delivering
the actual treatment, concealment of participant assignment could
be possible if naivete on the part of participants is assumed with
regards to what constitutes usual care for rehabilitation practice.
When participants are aware of their group allocation, consider-
ation of this is important in the interpretation of findings from
self reported outcome measures. Blinding of outcome assessors
was judged to confer low risk in five of the six studies (Batterham
2014; Elliott 2011; Jackson 2012; Jones 2003; Salisbury 2010)
and unclear risk in the only remaining study (Porta 2005).
Sample sizes ranged from16 (Salisbury 2010) to 195 (Elliott 2011)
randomly assigned participants. The study with the smallest sam-
ple size (n = 16, Salisbury 2010) exhibited the greatest method-
ological quality, which could be a result of the pilot, feasibility ele-
ment of this trial, with attention paid to all aspects of trial conduct
for purposes of evaluation.
Notably several studies reporting non-significant differences be-
tween control and intervention groups following exercise-based
intervention failed to meet intended sample sizes (Elliott 2011, n
= 195 recruited from n = 200 required) or were intended as pi-
lot feasibility trials, which did not require power calculations and
for which data were acquired with the aim of informing a future,
larger-scale trial (Batterham 2014; Jackson 2012; Salisbury 2010).
Hence these findings could be attributable to type II error and
could be a function of a reduced sample size that was inadequate
to demonstrate a treatment effect. Furthermore, examination of
screening and enrolment rates in included studies highlights the
challenges associated with recruitment into post critical illness re-
habilitation trials. Batterham 2014 recruited 59 participants from
a cohort of 740 screened. Elliott 2011 achieved a successful ran-
domization rate of approximately one participant for every 30
screened (n = 195 recruited, n = 5980 screened). These findings
are echoed in similar trials by Denehy 2013 (n = 150 participants
randomly assigned from n = 764 screened) and Connolly 2015 (n
= 20 randomly assigned from n = 763 screened).
In addition, studies differed as to whether investigators reported
findings of a comparison of the change from baseline in outcome
measures between groups, or of differences between groups at the
time point of assessment. This variability in outcome reporting
further limits comparison across studies. Likewise, use of multiple
outcomes in all studies is associated with the potential for type I
error, thus further decreasing the likelihood of detecting the true
effects of interventions.
Limitations in study number and data and discussion with the
review statistician (AD) precluded a quantitative meta-analysis
of findings, which was deemed by review authors to be inap-
propriate, and we conducted a systematic review only. This, in
turn, influenced the robustness by which we were able to use the
GRADEapproach (Guyatt 2008) to assess the quality of the overall
body of evidence for each primary and secondary outcome. Hence
the GRADE levels reported in our ’Summary of findings’ table
(Summary of findings for the main comparison) require interpre-
tation with caution because of the more subjective nature of their
rating assignment. For the primary outcomes of functional exer-
cise capacity and health-related quality of life, the overall quality
of the evidence was very low. For secondary outcomes, the quality
of the evidence was as follows: withdrawals - low, adherence - very
low, mortality - low, loss to follow-up - low, other non-mortality
adverse events - low.
Potential biases in the review process
Several processes minimized bias in the conduct of this review,
including independent screening for trial inclusion, data extrac-
tion and assessment of risk of bias involving four of the review
authors. Furthermore data entry was double-checked. Following
adoption of the protocol by an updated review authorship group,
we engaged the assistance of the Cochrane Anaesthesia, Critical
and Emergency Care Review Group Search Trials Co-ordinator to
resolve queries noted with the proposed search strategies detailed
in the original protocol, and to conduct thorough and rigorous
searches of the electronic databases identified. In an update of the
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original protocol, we searched international clinical trial registries
and the personal libraries of review authors to maximize relevant
search results, further clarified the definition of eligible partici-
pants to ensure accuracy of included studies and expanded and
clarified dichotomous secondary outcomes. This latter point was
particularly important, as it related to interpretation of different
aspects of trial conduct in included studies. We acknowledge that
we did not search sources of grey literature, and this could have
contributed to the results, although we believe our comprehensive
search identified all relevant studies available at the time. How-
ever, because of insufficient numbers of included studies with data
to permit pooling, we were unable to perform quantitative syn-
thesis of findings, as a meta-analysis was not appropriate; this in
turn influenced our overall rating of evidence quality according to
GRADE (Guyatt 2008) presented in our ’Summary of findings’
table (Summary of findings for the main comparison).
Agreements and disagreements with other
studies or reviews
To our knowledge, this is the first published systematic review of
exercise rehabilitation in survivors of critical illness initiated af-
ter ICU discharge. Qualitative descriptive findings regarding vari-
ability in intervention structure, format, type, content and tim-
ing, and selection of outcome measures used for evaluation mirror
those reported in a previous integrative review (Connolly 2012).
Findings from this review were consistent with those described in
a recently published, large RCT of a three-stage exercise-based re-
habilitation intervention that spanned the patient pathway, com-
mencing in the ICU, and continuing after ward transfer and post
hospital discharge (Denehy 2013). Specifically, the post hospital
discharge stage involved a structured, 16-session, outpatient, hos-
pital-based programme involving cardiovascular, strength, func-
tional and balance exercises individually tailored and progressed
according to patient ability. For the primary outcome of 6MWT
at 12 months post ICU discharge, review authors reported no sig-
nificant differences between groups (usual care vs intervention,
mean (standard error) 404.9 (23.0) vs 409.6 (22.9) m; MD 4.7,
95% CI -59.7 to 69.2; P value = 0.884), although rate of recov-
ery in the short term up to three months was greater in the in-
tervention arm (Denehy 2013). Connolly 2015 adopted an inter-
vention similar to the post hospital discharge intervention investi-
gated by Denehy 2013, and found no differences between groups
for a range of physical, clinical, physiological and health-related
quality of life outcomes, although this study was designed as a
pilot feasibility evaluation and was not powered to detect statisti-
cal differences. Published data in abstract form from pending tri-
als show contrasting findings. Both McWilliams 2013 and Battle
2013 reported some differences as a result of post hospital dis-
charge interventions. Improvement in health-related quality of life
(SF-36 PCS, usual care vs intervention group, 4.1 vs 8.0 points, P
value = 0.048; MCS 4.0 vs 10.6 points; P value = 0.017), but not
in exercise capacity (anaerobic threshold, usual vs intervention,
16.2 vs 13.9%; P value = 0.74; peak oxygen consumption, 15.3 vs
17.7%; P value = 0.68) was observed after a seven-week exercise
programme (McWilliams 2013). In contrast, Battle 2013 reported
that a six-week exercise programme resulted in significantly greater
improvement in cardiopulmonary fitness (Six Minute Walk Test,
P value < 0.001) and balance (P value < 0.05), and numerically
but not statistically significant greater improvements in anxiety,
depression and handgrip strength in intervention versus control
groups. However, the limited detail reported in abstracts requires
that these results should be interpretedwith caution in comparison
with results of fully published trials. In addition three studies were
identified as awaiting classification (Connolly 2015; Jones 2015;
Walsh 2015) and will be dealt with when the review is updated.
Data from these studies will further inform our understanding of
the effect of post ICU rehabilitation interventions.
A U T H O R S ’ C O N C L U S I O N S
Implications for practice
Authors of this systematic review were unable to determine the
average effect of exercise-based rehabilitation interventions initi-
ated after ICU discharge on functional exercise capacity or health-
related quality of life among survivors of critical illness. Variation
between characteristics of the studies prevented us from combin-
ing data. Among individual studies examined to date, effective-
ness has been shown only in trials of specific exercise training in-
volving cycle ergometry using physiological cardiopulmonary out-
come measures, although our assessment indicates that the qual-
ity of evidence on functional outcomes overall is very low. Two
small studies have provided very low-quality evidence on the ef-
fects of interventions on health-related quality of life. This area of
practice remains highly profiled, and extensive observational data
on recovery post intensive care highlight the clinical need to pro-
vide rehabilitation services for this patient population. Data from
currently ongoing trials published in the future will contribute to
the evidence base and will allow further examination of this topic
in a subsequently updated review, at which point a more robust
conclusion may be made.
Implications for research
The relatively small number of trials included in the current re-
view, of considerable variability on numerous levels including sam-
ple size and nature of the intervention, limits the conclusions that
can be drawn on the effectiveness of post ICU discharge exercise
rehabilitation for survivors of critical illness. At this time, insuffi-
cient studies have provided data for pooling and for assessment of
heterogeneity for the outcome of functional exercise capacity or
health-related quality of life.
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Rehabilitation for post critical illness patients is a complex in-
tervention delivered to an equally complex patient group (MRC
2008). Several considerations in the design, conduct and evalua-
tion of future trials have been identified that may facilitate quanti-
tative evaluation in a subsequent review on this topic. Further re-
search must focus on identifying the target population that would
benefit from physical exercise-based rehabilitation, which will fa-
cilitate optimising eligibility and recruitment into trials to ensure
that target sample sizes are achieved, and that findings are robust.
In addition, the optimum ‘dose’ of intervention must be deter-
mined, including frequency, intensity and timing and type of ex-
ercise therapy, as well as overall programme duration, structure
and timing of delivery. With regard to the latter, data from lon-
gitudinal follow-up studies may reveal the trajectory of recovery
in this patient population, with the rationale that rehabilitation
should be delivered at a point when the natural recovery trajectory
has plateaued. Detailed descriptions of usual or standard care are
additionally required in any future trial conducted to determine
the true effect of any enhanced intervention (Parker 2013). This
would be particularly necessary in multi-centre studies, in which
a range of usual practice approaches may be evident.
Standardisation of outcomes, outcome measures and their asso-
ciated metrics, used for evaluation of intervention effectiveness,
would facilitate comparison across multiple datasets, albeit this
would have to be applicable to the recovery stage of patients and
representative of the goals of treatment (e.g. interventions deliv-
ered during ward-based care may be directed towards achieving
adequate functional status for hospital discharge, whereas inter-
ventions delivered following hospital discharge may be targeting
achievement of higher-intensity exercise performance). Outcome
measures therefore may represent activities of daily living, func-
tional status, exercise capacity and health-related quality of life, but
also dichotomous outcomes such as those included as secondary
outcomes in the current review. Instruments used to capture these
data must be validated for the post critical illness population, par-
ticularly with regards to responsiveness to change. Development
of new tools for this purpose may be a goal of future studies. An
understanding of trial withdrawal rates, intervention adherence,
loss to follow-up and outcome measure attrition can lead to accu-
mulation of valuable data on differing aspects of the trial process.
Finally, embedding in future trials qualitative evaluation of both
patient and carer perspectives will enhance our understanding of
how interventions can be optimized to maximize participation
from, and effect for, those affected by an experience of critical ill-
ness. Ideally these outcomes would be Incorporated into a core set
comprising patient-centred, clinical, mechanistic and healthcare
utilisation-centred measures.
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C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S O F S T U D I E S
Characteristics of included studies [ordered by study ID]
Batterham 2014
Methods Multi-centre, exploratory, parallel-group, minimized controlled trial
Trial dates:Recruitment occurred from June 2008 toNovember 2010, with final follow-
up data collection completed in May 2011
Participants Setting: 2 ICUs at 2 large teaching hospitals, North Tyneside, England, UK
Inclusion criteria: age 18 to 65 years. Minimum of 3 days of ventilator support (for
emergency management of trauma or sepsis), discharged home within 6 months of
hospital admission
Exclusion criteria: inability to climb aflight of stairs, enrolment in another rehabilitation
programme, medical contraindication to cardiopulmonary exercise testing
Participant numbers: 59 minimized (M:F 38:21); 30 to the control arm (M:F 19:11)
(25 received allocated intervention, 5 withdrawals before start of intervention, 1 loss
to follow-up for physical assessment) and 29 to the intervention arm (M:F 19:10) (21
received allocated intervention, 8 withdrawals before start of intervention, 3 losses to
follow-up for physical assessment)
Numbers of participants analysed varied for both follow-up time points, and for different
measures: control group, Anaerobic threshold, week 9 n = 17, week 26 n = 20,
Physical function and mental health, week 9 n = 23, week 26 n = 25. Intervention group,
Anaerobic threshold week 9 n = 13, week 26 n = 18, Physical function and mental health,
week 9 n = 18, week 26 n = 21
Interventions 1. Intervention comprised an 8-week, hospital-based, physiotherapist-supervised
cycle ergometer exercise programme
2. Usual care consisted of follow-up as per medical speciality with no formal
rehabilitation programme
Outcomes 1. SF-36 Physical Function (primary outcome)
2. Anaerobic threshold (primary outcome)
3. EQ-5D score
4. Withdrawal
5. Adherence
6. Mortality
7. Loss to follow-up
8. Adverse events
Notes Funded by national government health research agency (United Kingdom National
Institute for Health Research, Research for Patient Benefit Programme)
Risk of bias Risk of bias
Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement
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Batterham 2014 (Continued)
Random sequence generation (selection
bias)
Low risk Participants were allocated to trial groups
(control or intervention) using minimiza-
tion to balance arms for potentially impor-
tant a priori determined prognostic factors.
Eligible patientswere allocated remotely via
e-mail by the trial statistician. Trial per-
sonnel in charge of recruitment were un-
aware of the specific minimization factors
adopted to preclude deducing future group
assignment. Minimization was performed
using Minim software13 with a 1:1 allo-
cation ratio and equal weighting for the 3
minimization factors
Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk Allocation was concealed from those assess-
ing eligibility and recruiting patients, with
eligible patients allocated remotely via e-
mail by the trial statistician
Blinding of participants and personnel
(performance bias)
All outcomes
High risk Neither participants nor trial personnel
were blinded
Blinding of outcome assessment (detection
bias)
All outcomes
Low risk Outcome assessors were blind to group al-
location
Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)
All outcomes
Unclear risk Difficult to assess whether imputation of
data was performed as described, and also
unclear from CONSORT diagram
Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Cur-
rent Controlled Trials ISRCTN65176374
(http://www.controlledtrials.com/
ISRCTN65176374). Outcomes reported
as registered
Other bias Unclear risk Difficult to assess, some imbalance re-
ported between groups for 3 outcomes, al-
though this was a pilot study, hence a small
sample size
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Elliott 2011
Methods Multi-centre, parallel-group, randomized controlled trial
Trial dates: Recruitment occurred from June 2005 to August 2008, with final follow-
up data collection completed in February 2009
Participants Setting: 12 ICUs (6 teaching hospitals, 5 district hospitals, 1 private hospital) based in
Sydney, Brisbane and Perth, Australia
Inclusion criteria: age 18 years or older; ICU length of stay at least 48 hours; received
mechanical ventilation at least 24 hours; discharged home to self care or carer (non-
institutional care); resided within the hospitals’ local geographical areas to enable home
visits (an approx 50-km radius); had no neurological, spinal or skeletal dysfunction pre-
venting participation in physical rehabilitation; not receiving palliative care; no orga-
nized rehabilitation related to ongoing chronic disease management (e.g. pulmonary or
cardiac rehabilitation); cognitively able to complete self report measures and comply
with physical testing instructions
Exclusion criteria: not specifically reported
Participant numbers: 195 randomly assigned (M:F 123:72); 97 to the intervention
group (M:F 62:30) (92 received allocated intervention, 3 withdrawals before start of
intervention, 1 loss to follow-up, 1 death) and 98 to the control group (M:F 61:30)
(91 received allocated intervention, 6 withdrawals, 1 death). Number of participants
analysed is unclear. An intention-to-treat analysis is stated, but no details were reported
on management of missing data due to withdrawal, death or other attrition
Participants underwent baseline assessment and randomization 1 week post hospital
discharge, at which point interventions commenced
Interventions 1. Intervention comprised an 8-week, self delivered, home-based physical
rehabilitation programme; home visits supervised by qualified trainer (physiotherapist,
exercise physiologist or registered nurse with additional specific training for this
purpose)
2. Usual care comprised routine available follow-up
Outcomes 1. SF-36 Physical Function (primary outcome)
2. Six-Minute Walk Test
3. SF-36 Physical Component Score
4. SF-36 Mental Component Score
5. Withdrawal
6. Mortality
7. Loss to follow-up
8. Adverse events
Notes Funded by national government health research agency (Australian National Health and
Medical Research Council)
Risk of bias Risk of bias
Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement
Random sequence generation (selection
bias)
Low risk Following participant consent, the site
project officer contacted an independent
telephone randomization service for the
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Elliott 2011 (Continued)
participant study number and group alloca-
tion. The service used blocked random al-
location sequences (1 for each recruitment
site) generated by the trial statistician using
SAS software
Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk Following participant consent, the site
project officer contacted an independent
telephone randomization service for the
participant study number and group alloca-
tion. The service used blocked random al-
location sequences (1 for each recruitment
site) generated by the trial statistician using
SAS software
Blinding of participants and personnel
(performance bias)
All outcomes
High risk Neither participants nor trial personnel
were blinded
Blinding of outcome assessment (detection
bias)
All outcomes
Low risk Outcome assessors were blind to group al-
location
Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)
All outcomes
Low risk Intention-to-treat analysis was used; num-
bers of withdrawals were small and ap-
peared balanced between groups, with all
participants accounted for
Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk ACTRN12605000166673:
retrospectively registered trial protocol
Protocol published 2005. Primary mea-
sures reported, although some secondary
measures not included
Other bias Low risk None apparent
Jackson 2012
Methods Single-centre, parallel-group, randomized controlled trial
Trial dates: Enrolment occurred between August 2008 and February 2009
Participants Setting: single ICU at a university medical hospital, Nashville, Tennessee, USA
Inclusion criteria: adult (older than 18 years), English speaking, medical and surgical
ICU patients enrolled in National Institutes of Health sponsored observational cohort
study, the BRAIN-ICU study (5R01AG027472-05)
Exclusion criteria: discharge to a nursing home or rehabilitation centre planned (this
criterion was relaxed during the trial to include these participants), presence of normal
cognitive and physical function, lack of telephone service with an analogue telephone
line (required for telephonic and televideo interventions), lived outside a 125-mile radius
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Jackson 2012 (Continued)
Participant numbers: 22 enrolled, with 1 withdrawal before randomization (M:F 11:
10). 20 randomly assigned (1 pilot participant allocated to the intervention group to
test the intervention, and subsequently included in the analysis); 13 allocated to the
intervention group (M:F 8:5) (13 received the intended intervention, 9 analysed, 1
death, 3 withdrawals), and 8 to the control group (M:F 3:5) (8 received the allocated
intervention, 8 analysed)
Interventions 1. Intervention comprised usual care plus a 12-week, 3-pronged rehabilitation
programme including cognitive, physical and functional components; physical
rehabilitation was delivered remotely by a bachelor’s level exercise trainer supervised by
a doctoral exercise physiologist, with support in the home from a trained social worker
2. Usual care included rehabilitation-related interventions as determined by medical
provider
Outcomes 1. Timed Up And Go (primary outcome)
2. Activities and Balance Confidence Scale
3. Katz Activities of Daily Living Scale
4. Withdrawal
5. Mortality
6. Loss to follow-up
7. Adverse events
Notes Funded by national government health research agency (US National Institutes of
Health)
Risk of bias Risk of bias
Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement
Random sequence generation (selection
bias)
High risk Although randomization with block sizes
of 3 and 6 was used, and trial personnel en-
rolling study participants were blinded re-
garding which group the next eligible pa-
tient would be randomly assigned to, the
Results section refers to 1 participant (the
study’s initial pilot patient) assigned to the
intervention group and not randomly as-
signed.Reasons for this are unclear andmay
have biased the results of this small pilot
study
Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk Randomization was concealed via tri-
folded randomization sheets placed in
sealed opaque envelopes
Blinding of participants and personnel
(performance bias)
All outcomes
High risk Neither participants nor trial personnel
were blinded
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Jackson 2012 (Continued)
Blinding of outcome assessment (detection
bias)
All outcomes
Low risk Outcome assessors were blind to group al-
location
Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)
All outcomes
High risk Recruitment and attrition described (flow
chart) with reasons - although withdrawal
in the intervention group was high, with
just over half completing. Participants with
missing data were excluded from analysis
Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Registered at clinicaltrials.
gov (NCT00715494). Outcomes reported
as per protocol registration
Other bias High risk Sample size was small, with some differ-
ences in baseline characteristics between
groups that may have affected the results
Jones 2003
Methods Multi-centre, parallel-group, randomized controlled trial
Trial dates: not reported
Participants Setting: ICUs at Merseyside, Manchester and Reading, UK
Inclusion criteria: admitted to ICU and mechanically ventilated
Exclusion criteria: ICU admission less than 48 hours; patients were suffering a burn
injury (due to prolonged recovery), were unable to follow the manual or had language
difficulties, were neurosurgical patients, had pre-existing psychotic illness (confounding
factor for psychological illness) or were discharged for terminal care and unlikely to
survive the 6-month follow-up period
Participant numbers: 126 randomly assigned (M:F 70:56); 69 to intervention group
(M:F 37:32), 57 to control group (M:F 33:24). Numbers of participants receiving in-
tended treatment allocation not reported. Numbers of participants analysed varied ac-
cording to follow-up time point: 8 weeks, Intervention group 63/69 (91%), Control
group 51/57 (89%); 6 months, Intervention group 58/69 (84%), Control group 44/57
(77%)
Interventions 1. Intervention comprised usual care plus 6-week rehabilitation manual; no
supervisory input
2. Usual care comprised routine ICU follow-up
Outcomes 1. SF-36 Physical Function score
2. Mortality
3. Loss to follow-up
4. Adverse events
Primary outcome not specified
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Jones 2003 (Continued)
Notes Funded in part by independent charity (Stanley Thomas Johnson Foundation, Switzer-
land) and commercial company with no interest in the findings (REMEDI, UK)
Risk of bias Risk of bias
Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement
Random sequence generation (selection
bias)
Unclear risk Participants were assigned to treatment or
control groups through a closed envelope
technique, randomly assigned in blocks of
6. Intervention participants were not told
that they were receiving anything extra.
Not clear if the envelopes were opaque and
who managed the randomization
Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk Reference is made to ‘a closed envelope’
technique; however, no specific appropriate
safeguards are described (e.g. non-opaque
envelopes, sequential numbering)
Blinding of participants and personnel
(performance bias)
All outcomes
High risk Neither participants nor trial personnel
were blinded
Blinding of outcome assessment (detection
bias)
All outcomes
Low risk Blinded assessors were used. Patients’ fol-
low-up appointments were staggered so
that study participants did not sit in the
waiting room together. Outcome assessors
may have been unblinded by participants,
but this was unlikely to affect the outcome
Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)
All outcomes
Low risk Intention-to-treat analysis not reported.
Attrition stated, although reasons for miss-
ing data not reported. Similar numbers of
deaths/missing data in both groups
Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Study protocol not available for judge-
ment. Trial registered; however, primary/
secondary outcomes not stated at the time
of registration. Outcomes stated in the pa-
per reported in the results
Other bias Low risk None apparent
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Porta 2005
Methods Multi-centre, parallel-group, randomized controlled trial
Trial dates: Recruitment occurred from September 1999 to January 2002
Participants Setting: 3 respiratory ICUs of Salvatore Maugeri Scientific Institutes of Gussago and
Montescano and Gaiato Onlus Villa, Pineta, Italy
Inclusion criteria:weaned frommechanical ventilation (invasive or non-invasive) for 48
to 96 hours, clinically stable (arterial blood gases pH > 7.35; PaO2 > 60 mmHg at FiO2
< 0.4), absence of hyperthermia or infection, stability in haemodynamics, conscious and
co-operative mental state
Exclusion criteria: primary neurologic disease, cerebrovascular disease, myopathy, car-
diovascular instability, severe arrhythmia, orthopaedic problems, insufficient co-opera-
tive state, any other condition involving inability to perform arm ergometry and/or to
maintain the sitting upright position
Participant numbers: 66 randomly assigned (M:F 45:21); 32 to the intervention group
(M:F 22:10) (25 received the intended intervention, 7 drop-outs) and 34 to the control
group (M:F 23:11) (25 received the intended intervention, 9 drop-outs). Study authors
state that analyses were intention-to-treat (on all randomly assigned participants) or per-
protocol (all completers), but it is unclear when either approach was used. Hence it is
not clear whether only the 25 completers per group were included in the analyses, or all
included participants
Interventions 1. Intervention comprised control group management plus 15 daily, 20-minute,
supervised sessions of upper arm cycling; supervisory personnel not specified
2. Control group received general physiotherapy
Outcomes 1. Incremental exercise test (including Borg scale of muscle fatigue)
2. Endurance exercise test (including Borg scale of muscle fatigue)
3. Withdrawal
4. Mortality
5. Loss to follow-up
Primary outcome not specified
Notes Funding source not reported
Risk of bias Risk of bias
Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement
Random sequence generation (selection
bias)
Low risk Consecutive patients were enrolled and
were randomly assigned to 1 of the 2 groups
by means of a computer-generated ran-
domization list
Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk Methods not reported; a computer-gen-
erated list is reported, but it is unclear
whether this was concealed
Blinding of participants and personnel
(performance bias)
High risk Neither participants nor trial personnel
were blinded
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Porta 2005 (Continued)
All outcomes
Blinding of outcome assessment (detection
bias)
All outcomes
Unclear risk Baseline exercise testswere performedby an
independent physician. All measurements
were performed and recorded under the su-
pervision of a nurse not involved in the
study, although it is not explicitly stated
that this person was blind to group alloca-
tion
Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)
All outcomes
Unclear risk Whilst it is documented that data will be
analysed as intention-to-treat (all randomly
assigned participants) or per-protocol (all
completers), it is not clear from the results
when either approach has been used
Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk No study protocol (no reference to one nor
independently locatable). Primary and sec-
ondary outcomes not clearly stated
Other bias Low risk None apparent
Salisbury 2010
Methods Single-centre, parallel-group, pilot feasibility randomized controlled trial
Trial dates: Recruitment occurred from 27 February 2007 to 28 August 2007
Participants Setting: ICU at a university teaching hospital, Edinburgh, UK
Inclusion criteria: received mechanical ventilation for longer than 4 days during ICU
admission
Exclusion criteria: underlying illness already with an established rehabilitation service
(e.g. stroke, head injury, liver transplant), referred to palliative care, an intravenous drug
abuser, participating in other randomized controlled trials or pregnant
Participant numbers: 16 randomly assigned (M:F 11:5); 8 to the intervention group
(M:F 5:3) (5 analysed, 2 death, 1 acute confusion) and 8 to the control group (M:F 6:
2) (6 analysed, 1 death, 1 loss to follow-up)
Interventions 1. Intervention comprised enhanced physiotherapy and dietetic rehabilitation;
enhanced rehabilitation delivered by generic rehabilitation assistant and overseen by
research physiotherapist (for physiotherapy component)
2. Control group received standard therapy input
Outcomes 1. Rivermead Mobility Index
2. Timed Up And Go
3. 10m Walk Test Incremental Shuttle Walk Test
4. Handgrip strength
5. Mortality
6. Loss to follow-up
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Salisbury 2010 (Continued)
No primary outcome selected because of pilot, feasibility nature of the study. Additional
nutrition-related outcome measures collected but not reported in this review
Notes Funded by academic health research agency (Centre for Integrated Healthcare Research,
Edinburgh, UK)
Risk of bias Risk of bias
Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement
Random sequence generation (selection
bias)
Low risk Participants were randomly assigned to ei-
ther trial arm (intervention or control) af-
ter baseline outcome measures had been
collected, using a computer-generated ran-
domization list held by an independent re-
searcher; participantswere allocated in con-
secutive order following face-to-face or tele-
phone contact with the independent re-
searcher
Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk Participants were randomly assigned to ei-
ther trial arm (intervention or control) af-
ter baseline outcome measures had been
collected, using a computer-generated ran-
domization list held by an independent re-
searcher; participantswere allocated in con-
secutive order following face-to-face or tele-
phone contact with the independent re-
searcher
Blinding of participants and personnel
(performance bias)
All outcomes
High risk Participants were not blinded, but it is un-
clear whether trial personnel were blinded;
whilst it was not possible to blind the
generic assistant delivering the interven-
tion, study authors did not report whether
other clinicians (dietician, physiotherapist)
were blinded
Blinding of outcome assessment (detection
bias)
All outcomes
Low risk Outcomes: Patients were assessed 3months
after discharge from intensive care, accord-
ing to standard procedures, by a research
nurse blinded to group allocation
Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)
All outcomes
Low risk Some potentially eligible patients were not
included. 3-month follow-up was com-
pleted in 11 patients (69%), although in-
tention-to-treat analysiswas potentially not
applicable to pilot feasibility studies. Expla-
nation given for loss at follow-up
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Salisbury 2010 (Continued)
Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Feasibility study; all outcomes reported.
Reasons for non-completion of outcomes
reported
Other bias Low risk None apparent
Abbreviations: ICU = intensive care unit. SF-36 = Short Form 36. EQ-5D = EuroQol-5 domain. CONSORT = Consolidated Standards
of Reporting Trials. ACTRN = Australia New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry Number. PaO2 = partial pressure of arterial oxygen.
FiO2 = fraction of inspired oxygen. M = male. F = female.
Characteristics of excluded studies [ordered by study ID]
Study Reason for exclusion
Brummel 2014 Intervention initiated in the intensive care unit
Calvo-Ayala 2013 Systematic review - no additional relevant articles identified
Chen 2011 Intervention initiated in the intensive care unit
Chen 2012 Intervention initiated in the intensive care unit
Cuthbertson 2009 Intervention involving self directed programme and follow-up clinic
Denehy 2013 Intervention initiated in the intensive care unit
Mah 2013 Non-randomized controlled trial study design with unclear intervention
Mehlhorn 2013 Systematic review - no additional relevant articles identified
Nava 1998 Intervention initiated in the intensive care unit
Paratz 2012 Involved excluded population (burn (trauma) patients)
Characteristics of studies awaiting assessment [ordered by study ID]
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Connolly 2015
Methods Pilot feasibility randomized controlled trial, with a nested observational cohort study
Participants 20 adult patients, mechanically ventilated for longer than 48 hours and presenting with a diagnosis of intensive care
unit-acquired weakness (Medical ResearchCouncil Sum score < 48/60) were recruited into the randomized controlled
trial. 21 patients without intensive care unit-acquired weakness were recruited into the observational cohort study.
All patients were recruited at ICU discharge
Interventions 16-session, exercise-based rehabilitation programme delivered to participants in the intervention group after hospital
discharge. Control group and observational cohort participants received usual care (no post hospital discharge reha-
bilitation programme)
Outcomes Feasibility, clinical and patient-centred outcomes measured at hospital discharge and at 3 months. Intervention
feasibility demonstrated by high adherence and patient acceptability, and absence of adverse events. Low proportion
of enrolment against numbers screened for eligibility. Study underpowered to detect effectiveness of intervention.
Process evaluation of the trial identified methodological factors, categorized by ’Population’, ’Intervention’, ’Control
Group’ and ’Outcome’
Notes Data extracted from the publication abstract. Full study will be assessed and dealt with when the review is updated
Jones 2015
Methods 2 x 2 factorial design randomized controlled trial
Participants 93 intensive care patients aged 45 years or older with a combined intensive care unit stay/pre-intensive care unit stay
of 5 days or more
Interventions Two factors:
i) Six-week programme of enhanced physiotherapy and structured exercise (PEPSE)
ii) Essential amino acid supplement drink (glutamine and essential amino acid mixture, GEAA)
Outcomes Primary outcome was an improvement in 6-minute walking test at 3 months. Patients receiving combination of both
interventions demonstrated larges gains in distance walked in six minutes (P value < 0.001)
Notes Data extracted from the publication abstract. Full study will be assessed and dealt with when the review is updated
Walsh 2015
Methods Parallel-group, randomized clinical trial with blinded outcome assessment at 2 hospitals
Participants 240 adult patients discharged from the ICU, who had required at least 48 hours of mechanical ventilation
Interventions Standard physiotherapy and dietetic, occupational and speech/language therapy delivered to control and intervention
group participants after ICU discharge, during the ward-based stay. Participants in the intervention group received
rehabilitation that typically increased the frequency of mobility and exercise therapies 2- to 3-fold, increased dietetic
assessment and treatment, used individualized goal setting and provided more illness-specific information. This
Intervention therapy was co-ordinated and delivered by a dedicated rehabilitation practitioner
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Walsh 2015 (Continued)
Outcomes Rivermead Mobility Index (RMI) (range 0 to 15) at 3 months. Secondary outcomes included HRQL, psychological
outcomes, self reported symptoms, participant experience and cost-effectiveness during 12-month follow-up
Notes Data extracted from the publication abstract. Full study will be assessed and dealt with when the review is updated
Characteristics of ongoing studies [ordered by study ID]
Battle 2013
Trial name or title Early results of a 6-week exercise programme in post-ICU patients
Methods Single-centre pragmatic, blinded randomized controlled trial
Participants Inclusion criteria
1. Male or female patients age 18 years or older (no upper age limit)
2. Patients who have had a length of stay on ICU longer than 48 hours
3. Patients who have been discharged home and are attending follow-up clinic within 6 months of discharge
from the ICU
4. Patients who can follow instructions
5. Patients who are not already enrolled in a rehabilitation programme
6. Patients who live within commutable distance
Exclusion criteria
1. Patients who do not consent to participation in the study
2. Patients younger than 18 years of age
3. Patients hospitalized longer than 6 months since their discharge from ICU
4. Patients who lack capacity to follow instructions
5. Patients who are already enrolled in a rehabilitation programme
6. Patients who live outside of commutable distance
7. Patients with any medical contraindications to exercise, including:
7.1. Unstable angina or myocardial infarction in the preceding month
7.2. Unmanaged valvular problems
7.3. Awaiting further definitive treatment (e.g. open abdominal wound)
7.4. Pregnancy during which the patient has been advised against exercise
Interventions Intervention group
6-week, twice-weekly, supervised exercise programme (supervisory personnel not specified) that includes the
following
1. Cardiovascular exercise on treadmill, cycle ergometer, rowing machine and stepper
2. Balance exercises
3. Strengthening exercises
Control group
No treatment
Outcomes Primary outcome
Cardiopulmonary fitness (6-minute walk test)
Secondary outcomes
1. Balance (Berg Balance Score)
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Battle 2013 (Continued)
2. Grip strength (JAMAR® grip dynamometer)
3. Anxiety and depression (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale)
Starting date 01/11/2011
Contact information Dr Ceri Battle; ceri.battle@wales.nhs.uk
Notes Supplemented with additional detail from trial registration available at www.controlled-trials.com/isrctn/pf/
11853373
McWilliams 2013
Trial name or title Outpatient-based physical rehabilitation for survivors of prolonged critical illness - a randomized
controlled trial
Methods Single-centre randomized controlled trial
Participants Post ICU patients who had been invasively ventilated for at least 5 days
Interventions Intervention group
7-week exercise and education programme. Supervisory personnel not specified
Control group
No intervention
Outcomes Primary outcomes
1. Change in peak oxygen consumption
2. Change in anaerobic threshold
Secondary outcomes
1. Change in SF-36 Physical and Mental Component Scores
2. Other cardiopulmonary exercise testing parameters
Starting date Unknown
Contact information Mr David McWilliams; david.mcwilliams@uhb.nhs.uk
Notes
O’Neill 2014
Trial name or title Effectiveness of a programme of exercise on physical function in survivors of critical illness following discharge
from the ICU: study protocol for a randomized controlled trial (REVIVE)
Methods Multi-centre, phase II, allocation-concealed, assessor-blinded, randomized controlled trial
Participants Inclusion criteria
1. Age 18 years or older
2. ICU admission requiring mechanical ventilation longer than 96 hours
3. Planned discharge to home (self/carer)
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O’Neill 2014 (Continued)
4. Willing and able to participate in exercise and deemed medically fit to participate in the intervention
Exclusion criteria
1. Declined consent, or unable to give consent
2. Inability to participate due to any neurological, spinal or skeletal dysfunction affecting ability to exercise
3.Cognitive impairment affecting ability to consent, participate in the intervention or complete questionnaires
4. Participation in another structured rehabilitation programme due to ongoing chronic disease
5. Medical contraindication to participation in an exercise programme
Interventions Intervention group
6-week programme comprising 3 exercise sessions per week (2 supervised and 1 unsupervised), of up to 60
minutes including rest periods and aerobic components, strengthening exercise and an exercise manual to
facilitate independent exercise. The programme will be delivered by trained physiotherapists
Control group
Standard care including appropriate medical and nursing care, with referral to other disciplines as necessary,
but with no specific post critical illness support
Outcomes Primary outcome
Physical function (measured using the Physical Function domain of the SF-36 questionnaire)
Secondary outcomes
1. Physical function (Rivermead Mobility Index)
2. Hand strength and dexterity (dynamometry and Nine Hole Peg Test)
3. Exercise capacity (Incremental Shuttle Walk Test)
4. Health-related quality of life (other subscales of the Short Form 36 Health Survey (role limitations due to
physical health, bodily pain, general health perceptions,
vitality, social functioning, role limitations due to emotional problems and mental health; Functional Limi-
tations Profile; EuroQol 5 dimension questionnaire 5-level
version)
5. Breathlessness (Medical Research Council Dyspnoea Scale)
6. Anxiety and depression (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale)
7. Readiness to exercise (Readiness to Change Questionnaire)
8. Self efficacy to exercise (Chronic Disease Self Efficacy Scale)
9. Healthcare resource use (Resource Use Questionnaire)
Starting date January 2012
Contact information Dr Brenda O’Neill; b.oneill@ulster.ac.uk
Notes Supplemented with additional detail from trial registration; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/
NCT01463579
Abbreviations: ICU = intensive care unit. SF-36 = Short Form 36. RCT = randomized controlled trial. NHS = National Health Service.
SF-12 = Short Form 12. EQ-5D = EuroQol-5 domain.
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D A T A A N D A N A L Y S E S
This review has no analyses.
A D D I T I O N A L T A B L E S
Table 1. Study characteristics of interventions
Study Protocol intervention Usual care
Batterham 2014 Intervention comprised an 8-week programme of 2 hos-
pital-based, physiotherapist-led supervised exercise ses-
sions per week
Participants exercised individually, or in pairs, for 40
minutes (including 5 minutes each of warm-up and
cool-down on a cycle ergometer; exercise intensity set
at levels 12 to 14 on the 6- to 20-point Borg scale of
perceived exertion, corresponding tomoderate intensity
Pedal resistance increased progressively over the course
of the programme as fitness increased, to ensure exercise
intensity levels continued to be met
Participants were encouraged to add 1 unsupervised ses-
sion each week of the same duration and intensity (e.g.
a 30-minute walk at a moderate pace)
Usual care comprised ”...follow-up by appropriate med-
ical and surgical specialities, but no formal rehabilita-
tion programme“
Elliott 2011 Intervention comprised 8-week, self delivered, home-
based physical rehabilitation programme focusing on
strength training and walking
Home visits were performed at weeks 1, 3 and 6 by
qualified trainers (physiotherapist, exercise physiologist,
registered nurse with additional training) to provide in-
dividualised verbal and written instructions; each home
visit lasted for 60 to 90 minutes; additional telephone
calls to monitor progress made at weeks 2, 4, 5 and 7
Endurance walk training prescription was based on re-
sults of each patient’s Six Minute Walk Test, with inten-
sity commenced at 80% baseline peak walking speed;
extra activities were prescribed to achieve a level of per-
ceived exertion of Level 3 to 4 on the modified Borg
score; 12 walking levels were described, ranging from
1 to 60 minutes of walking (walk-rest-walk approach),
and participants progressed towards achieving training
of 5 days/wk for 20 to 30 minutes of walking
Strength training included upper (biceps, triceps, shoul-
der abductors/adductors) and lower limb (quadriceps,
hamstrings, hip abductors and extensors)muscle groups,
with initial prescription of 1 set of 8-repetition maxi-
mum (8RM) for each activity, progressing to 3 sets; fur-
ther progression was based on increasing weight (0.25
to 1.5 kg for arm exercises) and increasing step height
Usual care comprised ”...usual community-based care
after hospital discharge, for example, visits to their gen-
eral practitioner, as well as the three study assessment
visits, but no other placebo or sham interventions“
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Table 1. Study characteristics of interventions (Continued)
or weight for lower limb exercises
An illustrated exercisemanual accompanied the training
programme
Jackson 2012 Intervention comprised usual care plus a 12-week, 3-
pronged rehabilitation programme including cognitive,
physical and functional
12 visits were included of 60 to 75 minutes’ duration
(6 in-person for delivery of cognitive rehabilitation, and
6 televisits for physical and functional rehabilitation);
weekly telephone calls were also made
Specifically, for physical rehabilitation, exercise trainers
communicated in ”real-time“ with patients via teletech-
nology and with assistance of a trained social worker in
the home
Exercises targeted lower extremity function and en-
durance with activities that could be performed easily in
the home (e.g. chair stands, stair climbing and walking)
; exercise prescription was individually ’dosed’ to cor-
respond to current functional status, and intensity was
progressively increased according to patient ability
Usual care comprised ”usual care“ rehabilitation-related
interventions during and after hospitalization, as deter-
mined by medical providers. The scope of “usual care”
interventions used with intensive care unit survivors
may include physical therapy, occupational therapy and
nursing care delivered to inpatient, outpatient or home-
health settings. Neither cognitive therapy nor speech
therapy with a predominant cognitive focus is consid-
ered usual care among intensive care unit survivors with-
out frank neurologic injuries”
Jones 2003 Intervention comprised 6-week rehabilitation manual
including self directed exercise programme with 3
weekly phone calls to oversee use and a diary to docu-
ment adherence
Usual care comprised routine intensive care unit follow-
up - participants were “followed up on the general wards
post-intensive care unit discharge, were contacted by
telephone three times once they had gone home to ask
how they were getting on, and finally were seen in a
dedicated intensive care unit follow-up clinic at 8 weeks
and 6 months”
Porta 2005 Intervention comprised control groupmanagement plus
15 daily, 20-minute, supervised sessions of upper arm
cycling of increasing intensity
Usual care comprised general physiotherapy, which con-
sisted of “six weekly 45-min daily sessions of assisted
passive and progressively active lower- and upper-limb
mobilisation, chest physiotherapy, assisted deambula-
tion, functional and strengthening exercises, reinforce-
ment techniques for head and trunk control, sitting and
standing balance, transfers, and safe energy-efficient re-
ciprocal pattern for gait with or without walking aids”
Salisbury 2010 Intervention comprised specifically enhanced physical
and nutritional rehabilitation delivered by a generic re-
habilitation assistant and overseen by the research phys-
iotherapist (for physiotherapy component)
Physical rehabilitation included additional interven-
tions of supervised passive, active and strengthening ex-
ercises, facilitation of additional transfers and mobility
practice, balance exercises and advice
Usual care comprised standard therapy input
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Table 2. Review of functional exercise capacity findings
Study Functional
capacity
measure
Rehabilitation group Control group Difference
in mean
95% CI P value
n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD)
Batterham
2014
SF-36 PF
9 weeks
18 43.5 (7.8) 23 40.1 (7.8) 3.4 -1.4 to 8.2 0.2*
SF-36 PF
26 weeks
21 46.7 (10.5) 25 46.6 (10.5) 0.1 -6.0 to 6.2 1.0*
AT (mLO2/
kg/min)
9 weeks
13 12.5 (1.9) 17 10.7 (1.9) 1.8 0.4 to 3.2 0.02*
AT (mL O2/
kg/min)
26 weeks
18 12.7 (3.5) 20 12.1 (3.5) 0.6 -1.6 to 2.8 0.6*
Elliott 2011 SF-36 PF
(change
from
baseline to 8
weeks)
85 12.9 (10.2) 88 12.2 (10.9) 0.7 -2.5 to 3.8 0.7*
SF-36 PF
(change
from base-
line to 26
weeks)
76 14.7 (12.9) 85 13.7 (10.7) 0.9 -2.7 to 4.6 0.6*
6MWT (m)
(change
from
baseline to 8
weeks)
85 88.7 (121.0) 88 80.3 (132.1) 8.4 -29.6 to 46.
4
0.7*
6MWT (m)
(change
from base-
line to 26
weeks)
76 125.8 (118.
6)
85 116.2 (141.
9)
9.6 -31.4 to 50.
5
0.6*
Jackson
2012a
ABC scale
3 months
7 82 (78 to
89)
8 83 (38 to
91)
- - 0.35~
Katzˆ (%
moderate
to severe de-
pendency)
7 0 8 25 - - 0.78~
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Table 2. Review of functional exercise capacity findings (Continued)
3 months
TUAG (s)
3 months
7 9.0 (8.5 to
11.8)
8 10.2 (9.2 to
11.7)
Ad-
justed treat-
ment effect:
-1.1
-4.1 to 2.0 0.51~
Jones 2003b SF-36 PF P value = 0.
006
Porta 2005 Incremental
exercise test
(max-
imum work-
load, W)
25 17.0 (8.8) 25 11.0 (6.4) 6.0 1.7 to 10.3 0.008*
Incremental
exercise test
(change
in Borg scale
muscle
fatigue)
25 -2.2 (2.5) 25 -0.87 (2.5) -1.35 -2.77 to 0.
07
0.091*
Endurance
exercise test
(time)
25 14.1 (8.7) 25 9.6 (6.4) 4.5 0.3 to 8.7 0.04*
Endurance
exercise test
(change
in Borg scale
muscle
fatigue)
25 -2.24 (2.7) 25 -0.7 (2.7) -1.54 -3.05 to -0.
33
0.056*
Salisbury
2010c
RMI
3months
5 12.0 (3.0 to
12.5)
6 11.0 (8.0 to
14.3)
- - 0.4~
TUAG (s)
3 months
4 12.5 (8.5 to
28.9)
5 12.8 (9.2 to
17.5)
- - 1.0~
10m Walk
Test (s)
3 months
4 11.3 (7.7 to
43.2)
5 11.0 (8.7 to
14.2)
- - 1.0~
ISWT (m)
3 months
4 168.0 (44.5
to 317.0)
5 149.0 (91.0
to 333.0)
- - 0.8~
Hand-
grip strength
4 13.5 (5.5 to
47.0)
6 21.0 (13.8
to 25.8)
- - 0.8~
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Table 2. Review of functional exercise capacity findings (Continued)
(% normal)
(improve-
ment be-
tween base-
line and 3
months)
Abbreviations: SF-36 PF = Short Form 36 questionnaire Physical Function domain. AT = anaerobic threshold. 6MWT = Six Minute
Walk Test. ABC = Activities and Balance Confidence scale. RMI = Rivermead Mobility Index. TUAG = Timed Up And Go. ISWT
= Incremental Shuttle Walk Test.
Notes: *Derived from t-test. ~Derived from Mann-Whitney U test or Chi2 test. ˆKatz scale is an ordinal scale of functional capacity;
data in this study collapsed into binary outcome of presence of moderate to severe dependency and reported as numerical data. a+cData
reported as median (interquartile range) or % due to small sample size and numerical data. bNo numerical data available; lead study
author contacted for raw data but no response; P value derived from repeated measures analysis of variance group-by-time interaction
effect (premorbid, 8 weeks, 6 months), as reported in published dataset.
Table 3. Review of health-related quality of life findings
Study Quality of
life measure
Rehabilitation group Control group Difference
in mean
95% CI P value
n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD)
Batterham
2014
EQ-5D
9 weeks
18 0.7 (0.2) 23 0.684 (0.2) 0.016 -0.104 to 0.
137
0.8*
EQ-5D
26 weeks
21 0.669 (0.2) 25 0.712 (0.2) -0.043 -0.174 to 0.
088
0.5*
EQ-5DVAS
9 weeks
18 70.1 (13.6) 22 70.3 (13.6) -0.2 -8.7 to 8.3 1.0*
EQ-5DVAS
26 weeks
20 70.0 (18.2) 24 74.1 (18.2) -4.1 -14.9 to 6.7 0.5*
Elliott 2011 SF-36 PCS
(change
from
baseline to 8
weeks)
85 8.6 (9.3) 88 9.9 (10.9) -1.3 -4.3 to 1.7 0.4*
SF-36 PCS
(change
from base-
line to 26
weeks)
76 10.9 (11.8) 85 10.6 (10.2) 0.3 -3.2 to 3.7 0.9*
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Table 3. Review of health-related quality of life findings (Continued)
SF-36 MCS
(change
from
baseline to 8
weeks)
85 9.7 (15.3) 88 7.8 (14.4) 1.8 -2.6 to 6.2 0.4*
SF-36 MCS
(change
from base-
line to 26
weeks)
76 9.6 (15.3) 85 8.1 (14.3) 1.5 -3.1 to 6.2 0.5*
Jackson
2012
Not assessed - - - - - - -
Jones 2003 Not assessed - - - - - - -
Porta 2005 Not assessed - - - - - - -
Salisbury
2010
Not assessed - - - - - - -
Abbreviations: EQ-5D = EuroQol 5-domain. VAS = visual analogue scale. SF-36 PCS/MCS = Short Form 36 questionnaire Physical
Component Score/Mental Component Score. *derived from t-test.
Table 4. Review of secondary outcome measure findings
Study Rehabilitation
group
Control group Risk ratio 95% CI P value
n/N (%) n/N (%)
Withdrawals Withdrawals
Batterham 2014 8/29 (27.6) 5/30 (16.7) 1.7 0.6 to 4.5 0.3
Elliott 2011 8/97 (8.2) 8/98 (8.2) 1.0 0.4 to 2.6 1.0
Jackson 2012 3/13 (23.1) 0/8 (0) 4.5 0.3 to 77.2 0.3
Jones 2003 Not reported Not reported - - -
Porta 2005 7/32 (21.9) 9/34 (26.5) 0.8 0.3 to 2.0 0.7
Salisbury 2010 Not reported Not reported - - -
Adherence Adherence
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Table 4. Review of secondary outcome measure findings (Continued)
Batterham 2014 Mean = 12 (out of 16
supervised sessions)
Mean = 6 (out of
8 unsupervised ses-
sions)
n/a n/a n/a n/a
Elliott 2011 Not reported n/a - - -
Jackson 2012 Not reported n/a - - -
Jones 2003 Not reported n/a - -
Porta 2005 Not reported n/a - - -
Salisbury 2010 Not reported n/a - - -
Mortality Mortality
Batterham 2014 0/29 (0) 0/30 (0) n/a n/a n/a
Elliott 2011 8/97 (8.2) 3/98 (3.1) 2.7 0.7 to 9.9 0.1
Jackson 2012 1/13 (7.7) 0/8 (0) 1.9 0.09 to 42.3 0.7
Jones 2003 5/69 (7.2) 5/57 (8.8) 0.8 0.3 to 2.7 0.8
Porta 2005 0/32 (0) 0/34 (0) n/a n/a n/a
Salisbury 2010 2/8 (25) 1/8 (12.5) 2.0 0.2 to 17.9 0.5
Loss to follow-up Loss to follow-up
Batterham 2014 3/29 (10.3) 1/30 (3.3) 3.1 0.3 to 28.1 0.3
Elliott 2011 5/97 (5.2) 2/98 (2.0) 2.5 0.5 to 12.7 0.3
Jackson 2012 0/13 (0) 0/8 (0) n/a n/a n/a
Jones 2003 6/69 (8.7) 8/57 (14.0) 0.6 0.2 to 1.7 0.3
Porta 2005 0/32 (0) 0/34 (0) n/a n/a n/a
Salisbury 2010 1/8 (12.5) 1/8 (12.5) 1.0 0.07 to 13.4 1.0
Other adverse events Other adverse ev
Batterham 2014 0/29 (0) 0/30 (0) n/a n/a n/a
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Table 4. Review of secondary outcome measure findings (Continued)
Elliott 2011 0/97 (0) 0/98 (0) n/a n/a n/a
Jackson 2012 1/13 (7.7) 0/8 (0) 1.9 0.09 to 42.3 0.7
Jones 2003 0/69 (0) 0/57 (0) n/a n/a n/a
Porta 2005 Not reported Not reported - - -
Salisbury 2010 Not reported Not reported - - -
N/A = not applicable.
A P P E N D I C E S
Appendix 1. MEDLINE (Ovid SP) search strategy
1 exp Exercise-Therapy/
2 exp Exercise/
3 exp Physical-Fitness/
4 exp Weight-Lifting/
5 exp Physical-Medicine/
6 exp Physical-Therapy-Modalities/
7 (rehabilitation adj3 (Exercise or Physical)).mp.
8 (Exercise or Physiatrics or Physiatry or Physiotherapy or mobili?ation).ti,ab.
9 Activit*.ti.
10 (movement adj3 (Active or Whole body)).mp.
11 (Exercise adj3 (training* or Progressive or therapy or intervention)).mp.
12 (training adj3 (Aerobic or endurance or Strength or resistance or weight or Fitness or Interval or Circuit)).mp.
13 (Physical therapy).mp. or (Weight lifting).mp.
14 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13
15 Critical-Care/ or exp Critical-Illness/
16 Intensive-Care/ or Intensive-Care-Units/
17 Atrophy/
18 Ventilator-Weaning/
19 Shock-Septic/
20 Sepsis/
21 (care adj3 (Critical or Intensive)).ti,ab.
22 (unit adj3 (Intensive care or High dependency or Intensive therapy or Intensive treatment)).mp.
23 (Critical adj3 (collapse or illness)).mp.
24 ((Critical illness) adj3 (neuropath* or myopath* or polyneuropath* or polyneuromyopathy)).mp.
25 (ICU or HDU or ITU or CIN or CIM or CIPN or CIPNM or ARDS).ti,ab.
26 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25
27 14 and 26
28 ((low back pain) or ((head or brain) adj3 injury) or pregnancy or stroke or (cardiac surg*)).mp.
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29 27 not 28
30 CLINICAL-TRIAL.pt.
31 randomized.ab.
32 placebo.ab.
33 (clinical trials).sh.
34 randomly.ab.
35 trial.ti.
36 30 or 31 or 32 or 33 or 34 or 35
37 (animals not (humans and animals)).sh
38 36 not 37
39 29 and 38
Appendix 2. EMBASE (Ovid SP) search strategy
1 exercise therapy.mp.
2 exercise.mp.
3 physical fitness.mp.
4 Physical Medicine.mp.
5 Weight Lifting.mp.
6 physical therapy modalities.mp.
7 (exercise or physiatrics or physiatry or physiotherapy or mobili*ation).ti.
8 activit*.ti.
9 (physical therapy or weight lifting).mp.
10 (rehabilitation and (exercise or physical)).mp.
11 (movement and (active or whole body)).mp.
12 (exercise and (training* or progressive or therapy or intervention)).mp.
13 (training and (aerobic or endurance or strength or resistance or weight or fitness or interval or circuit)).mp.
14 (1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13).mp.
15 (critical care or critical illness).mp.
16 (intensive care or intensive care units).mp.
17 atrophy.mp.
18 Artificial Ventilation/
19 Septic Shock.mp.
20 sepsis.mp.
21 (care and (critical or intensive)).ti.
22 (unit and (intensive care or high dependency or intensive therapy or intensive treatment)).mp.
23 (critical and (collapse or illness)).mp.
24 (critical illness and (neuropath* or myopath* or polyneuropath* or polyneuromyopathy)).mp.
25 (ICU or HDU or ITU or CIN or CIM or CIPN or CIPNM or ARDS).mp.
26 (15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25).mp.
27 (14 and 26).mp.
28 (low back pain or ((head or brain) and injury) or pregnancy or stroke or cardiac surg*).mp.
29 (27 not 28).mp.
30 (crossover.mp. or multicenter.ab. or placebo.sh. or ((singl* or doubl* or tripl*) adj3 blind).mp. or controlled study.ab. or ran-
dom*.ti,ab. or trial*.ti,ab.) not (animals not (humans and animals)).sh.
31 29 and 30
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Appendix 3. CENTRAL search strategy
#1 MeSH descriptor Exercise Therapy explode all trees
#2 MeSH descriptor Exercise explode all trees
#3 MeSH descriptor Physical Fitness explode all trees
#4 MeSH descriptor Weight Lifting explode all trees
#5 MeSH descriptor Physical Medicine explode all trees
#6 MeSH descriptor Physical Therapy Modalities explode all trees
#7 (rehabilitation near (Exercise or Physical))
#8 (Exercise or Physiatrics or Physiatry or Physiotherapy or mobili?ation):ti,ab
#9 Activit*:ti
#10 (movement near (Active or Whole body))
#11 (Exercise near (training* or Progressive or therapy or intervention))
#12 (training near (Aerobic or endurance or Strength or resistance or weight or Fitness or Interval or Circuit))
#13 (Physical therapy) or (Weight lifting)
#14 (#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #7 OR #8 OR #9 OR #10 OR #11 OR #12 OR #13)
#15 MeSH descriptor Critical Care explode all trees
#16 MeSH descriptor Critical Illness explode all trees
#17 MeSH descriptor Intensive Care explode all trees
#18 MeSH descriptor Intensive Care Units explode all trees
#19 MeSH descriptor Atrophy explode all trees
#20 MeSH descriptor Ventilator Weaning explode all trees
#21 MeSH descriptor Shock, Septic explode all trees
#22 MeSH descriptor Sepsis explode all trees
#23 (care near (Critical or Intensive)):ti,ab
#24 (unit near (Intensive care or High dependency or Intensive therapy or Intensive treatment))
#25 (Critical near (collapse or illness))
#26 ((Critical illness) near (neuropath* or myopath* or polyneuropath* or polyneuromyopathy))
#27 (ICU or HDU or ITU or CIN or CIM or CIPN or CIPNM or ARDS):ti,ab
#28 (#15 OR #16 OR #17 OR #18 OR #19 OR #20 OR #21 OR #22 OR #23 OR #24 OR #25 OR #26 OR #27)
#29 (#14 AND #28)
#30 (low back pain) or ((head or brain) near injury) or pregnancy or stroke or (cardiac surg*)
#31 (#29 AND NOT #30)
Appendix 4. CINAHL (EBSCOhost) search strategy
S1 (MH “Therapeutic Exercise+”) OR (exercise AND therap*)OR (MH “Exercise+”) OR (MH “Physical Fitness+”) OR (MH “Weight
Lifting”) OR (MH “Physical Medicine”) OR (MH “Physical Therapy+”) OR (rehabilitation N5 (exercise OR physical)) OR AB
(exercise OR physiatrics OR physiatry OR physiotherapy OR mobili*ation) OR TI activit* OR (movement AND (active OR “whole
body”)) OR (exercise AND (training* OR progressive OR therapy OR intervention)) OR (training AND (aerobic OR endurance OR
strength OR resistance OR weight OR fitness OR interval OR circuit)) OR (physical therapy OR weight lifting)
S2 critical care OR critical illness OR (MM “Intensive Care Units”) OR (MH “Atrophy+”) OR (MH “Ventilator Weaning”) OR (MH
“Ventilators, Mechanical”) OR (MH “Shock, Septic”) OR (MH “Sepsis+”) OR (care AND (TI critical OR TI intensive)) OR (unit
AND (high dependency OR intensive therapy OR intensive treatment OR intensive care)) OR (critical AND (collapse OR illness))
OR (critical illness AND (neuropath* ORmyopath* OR polyneuropath* OR polyneuromyopath*)) OR ICUORHDUOR ITU OR
CIN OR CIM OR CIPN OR CIPNM OR ARDS
S3 S1 AND S2
S4 ((MM “Randomized Controlled Trials”) OR (MM “Random Assignment”) OR (MH “Prospective Studies”) OR (MH “Multicenter
Studies”) OR (MH “Double-Blind Studies”) OR (MH “Single-Blind Studies”) OR (MH “Triple-Blind Studies”) OR (MH “Placebos”)
) OR ( random* OR (controlled AND (stud* or trial*)) OR ((blind* or mask*) AND (single or double or triple)))
S5 S4 AND S3
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Appendix 5. Study selection, quality assessment and data extraction
ACE 172 Exercise rehabilitation for recovery from critical illness
Study selection, quality assessment & data extraction form
First author Journal/Conference proceedings, etc Year
Study eligibility
RCT/Quasi/CCT (delete as ap-
propriate)
Relevant participants
Adults ≥ 18 years old
ICU/Critical care admission
with mechanical ventilation
Relevant interventions
Exercise taught/structured/su-
pervised
Relevant outcomes
Functional exercise capacity
Quality of life
Withdrawal rates
Adherence
Mortality
Other adverse events
Yes/No/Unclear Yes/No/Unclear Yes/No/Unclear Yes/No*/Unclear
*Issue relates to selective reporting when study authors may have taken measurements for particular outcomes that were not reported
these within the paper(s). Review authors should contact trial lists for information on possible non-reported outcomes and reasons for
exclusion from publication. Study should be listed in ‘Studies awaiting assessment’ until clarified. If no clarification is received after 3
attempts, study should then be excluded.
Do not proceed if any of the above answers is ‘No’. If study is to be included in ‘Excluded studies’ section of the review, record below
the information to be inserted into ‘Table of excluded studies’
Freehand space for comments on study design and treatment:
References to trial
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Check other references identified in searches. If further references to this trial are found, link the papers now and list below. All references
to a trial should be linked under one Study ID in RevMan.
Code each paper Author(s) Journal/Conference proceedings, etc Year
A The paper listed above
B Further papers
Participants and trial characteristics
Participant characteristics Participant characteristics
Further details
Age (mean, median, range, etc)
Sex of participants (numbers/%, etc)
Disease status/type, etc (if applicable)
Time on mechanical ventilation (mean, median, range, etc)
Other
Trial characteristics Trial characteristics
Further details
Single-centre/Multi-centre
Country/Countries
How was participant eligibility defined?
How many people were randomly assigned?
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(Continued)
Number of participants in each intervention group
Number of participants who received intended treatment
Number of participants who were analysed
Treatment(s) used
Dose/Frequency of administration
Duration of treatment (State weeks/months, etc; if cross-over trial,
give length of time in each arm)
Median (range) length of follow-up reported in this paper (state
weeks, months or years, or if not stated)
Time points when measurements were taken during the study
Time points reported in the study
Time points you are using in RevMan
Trial design (e.g. parallel/cross-over*)
Other
*If cross-over design, please refer to the Cochrane Editorial Office for further advice on how to analyse these data.
Methodological quality
Allocation of intervention Allocation of inter
State here method used to generate allocation and reasons for
grading
Grade (circle)
Note reason for allocation: Adequate (random)
Inadequate (e.g. alternate)
Unclear
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Concealment of allocation
Process used to prevent foreknowledge of group assignment in an RCT, which should be seen as distinct from blinding
Concealment of
Process used to
distinct from blinding
State here method used to conceal allocation and reasons for grad-
ing
Grade (circle)
Note reason for allocation: Adequate
Inadequate
Unclear
Blinding Blinding
Person responsible for participant care Yes/No
Participant Yes/No
Outcome assessor Yes/No
Other (please specify) Yes/No
Intention-to-treat
An intention-to-treat analysis is one in which all participants in a trial are analysed according to the intervention to which they were
allocated, whether or not they received it
Intention-to-treat
An intention-to-tr
to which they wer
All participants entering trial
20% or less excluded
More than 20% excluded
Not analysed as ‘intention-to-treat’
Unclear
Were withdrawals described? Yes? No? Not clear?
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Discuss if appropriate.
Data extraction
Outcomes relevant to your review Outcomes relevant
Reported in paper (circle)
Outcome 1: Functional capacity (subjective/objective)
including 1 or more of
VO2max and/or VO2peak
Muscle mass and/or morphology
Body composition
Strength and/or endurance tests
Resting HR and/or BP
Yes/No
Specify:
Outcome 2: Quality of life Yes/No
Outcome 3: Withdrawal rates Yes/No
Outcome 4: Adherence Yes/No
Outcome 5: Mortality Yes/No
Outcome 6: Other adverse events Yes/No
For continuous data For continuous
Code of paper
Outcomes
Unit of mea-
surement
Intervention group Control group Details if outcome
described only in
text
n Mean (SD) N Mean (SD)
A, etc Functional ca-
pacity subjec-
tive
Functional ca-
pacity objec-
tive
Quality of life
VO2max and/
or VO2peak
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(Continued)
Muscle
mass or mor-
phology
Body compo-
sition
Strength test
Endurance
test
Resting HR Beats/min
Resting BP mmHg sys-
tole/diastole
For dichotomous data For dichotomous
Code of paper Outcomes Intervention group (n)
n = number of participants, not num-
ber of events
Control group (n)
n=number of participants, not num-
ber of events
Withdrawal
Adherence
Mortality (i.e. death)
Adverse events (not death)
Other information which you feel is relevant to the results
Indicate if any data were obtained from the primary author; if results were estimated from graphs, etc; or if results were calculated
by you using a formula (this should be stated and the formula given). In general, if results not reported in paper(s) are obtained, this
should be made clear here to be cited in the review
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Freehand space for writing actions such as contact with study authors and changes:
References to other trials
Did this report include any references to published reports of potentially eligible trials not already identified for this review? Did this report include
First author Journal/Conference Year of publication
Did this report include any references to unpublished data from potentially eligible trials not already identified for this review? If yes,
give contact name and details
Did this report include
review? If yes, give
H I S T O R Y
Protocol first published: Issue 8, 2010
Review first published: Issue 6, 2015
Date Event Description
9 August 2010 Amended Typo in Acknowledgements section corrected
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Conceiving the review: Lisa Salisbury (LS), Louise Geneen (LG), Timothy Walsh (TW).
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Undertaking manual searches: BC (with assistance from Cochrane Search Trials Co-ordinator).
Screening search results: BC, Brenda O’Neill (BO’N).
Organizing retrieval of papers: BC.
Screening retrieved papers against inclusion criteria: BC, BO’N.
Appraising quality of papers: LS, Bronagh Blackwood (BB), BC (one paper only).
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Providing additional data about papers: BC.
Obtaining and screening data on unpublished studies: BC, BO’N.
Managing data for the review: BC.
Entering data into Review Manager (RevMan 5.3): BC.
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Performing other statistical analysis not using RevMan: BC, LS, AD.
Performing double entry of data (data entered by person one: BC; checked by person two: LS/BO’N).
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this review.
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against the study report. This was carried out by other authors working on the review. LS is also a co-author of one study awaiting
classification (Walsh 2015), which could be included in a future update of this review.
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Also Chief Investigator for a funding grant received from a national intensive care unit charity to fund the aforementioned currently
ongoing study.
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commercial. The investigator-initiated grant funded studies reflect his content expertise but do not represent a competing interest.
Results of the review will not benefit this work nor TW personally in any way.
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D I F F E R E N C E S B E TW E E N P R O T O C O L A N D R E V I E W
The following items represent differences between the original protocol (Geneen 2010) and the current review.
1. Extended title to clarify that this review examines exercise rehabilitation during recovery from critical illness specifically at the
post ICU stages of recovery and excludes the period of recovery that occurs whilst patients remain in the ICU (itself the subject of a
current Cochrane review, Doiron 2013).
2. New authorship list (BC, BO’N, AD, MPWG, NH, BB) with updated affiliations, including three original protocol author
group members (LG, LS, TSW), and with new authorship order to reflect relative contributions to the review.
3. As a result of the time frame between publication of the original protocol and completion of the review, we have written the
Background section with a much more updated context and reference list to reflect the current state of the evidence in the field and
the rationale for the intervention under review.
4. Clarified participant eligibility from the original protocol aims to assess the effectiveness of exercise rehabilitation programmes
initiated after ICU discharge - patients received a minimum of 24 hours of mechanical ventilation during their admission, but were
discharged from the ICU and were no longer ventilated at the time of intervention receipt.
5. Clarified terminology of the primary outcome from the original protocol wording of ’Quality of life’ to ’Health-related quality of
life’ for more accurate reporting of this measure as quality of life pertaining to the illness experience - inclusion of trial registry
searches (Clinical Trials and ISRCTN) and personal author libraries in ‘Other sources’.
6. Clarification of dichotomous secondary outcomes.
7. Quantitative methods for combining data from included studies according to population, intervention and outcomes were
intended but were not possible with the current dataset. These methods would still be used in future updates of the review, when the
data were suitable for such analyses.
8. Use of an updated ’Risk of bias’ form based on that originally presented in the protocol.
9. Limited number of studies and degree of variability restricted ability to conduct meta-analysis and subgroup and sensitivity
analyses and to prepare funnel plots for assessment of reporting bias.
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I N D E X T E R M S
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
∗Critical Care; ∗Exercise Therapy; Controlled Clinical Trials as Topic; Critical Illness [∗rehabilitation]; Health Status; Intensive Care
Units; Length of Stay; Muscle Weakness [etiology; ∗rehabilitation]; Muscular Disorders, Atrophic [etiology; ∗rehabilitation]; Patient
Discharge; Quality of Life; Randomized Controlled Trials as Topic; Respiration, Artificial; Selection Bias
MeSH check words
Adult; Humans
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